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7. SUMMARY 
This volume contains a listing for  LIFTING ROBOT plus a tabulation 
of the program routines with a brief description of each routine. 
subroutines occur in alphabetical order  in both the listing and the table, 
with the exceptions that MAIN and AINIT, which a r e  listed first, and the 
The 
subroutines in the integration package - DESOLV, DPIR, RTMRK - which 
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TABLE OF SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS 
_I 
DESCRIPTION 
Controls overall program execution and presets input values 
Reads case data, performs initialization 
Calculates x and x out of the atmosphere 
Controls library functions for payoff and terminal 
constraints 
Specifies adjoint equations for APPG package 
Gets time dependent portion of derivatives in atmosphere 
Gets total derivatives in atmosphere 
Gets exo-atmospheric time dependent portion of 
derivatives 
Gets total exo - atmo spheric derivatives 
End of step routine; saves 4 state variables and time 
for use in backward solution 
Completes forward trajectory; evaluates terminal 
conditions and initializes lambdas 
Controls entire logic per forward trajectory 
Calculates oblate gravitational properties 
Control routine for 10 km and 14 km altitudes 
Linear Lagrangian interpolation routine 
Calculates changes in control parameters and control 
variables and controls convergence 
Computes radii of apogee and perigee and associated 
partial derivatives 
Performs output editing, prints data, and writes 
record tape 
Trigger routine for maximum dynamic pressure 
Control logic for impact trajectory integration 
Controls forward integration through coasting period 
Thrust event control routine 
Controls atmospheric x and x logic 
P Y 
Thrust, weight, and propellant flowrate tables 
Weight drop event control toutine; also controls end of 
chi- f reez e 
Normal print control routine 
Gets partials with respect to lift-off weight (WZERO) 
and CHIDdT and AZ 
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Computes time dependent portion of adjoint derivatives 
Computes total adjoint derivatives 
Terminates adjoint run and adjusts influence coefficients 
Linear Lagrangian interpolation routine for four variables ; 
used in adjoint run 
Edits and prints 11 tables of output for purposes of 
publication 
Saves impulse response functions and performs Simpson 
integration on products of impulse response functions 
Controls backward integration through coasting period 
Backward thrust event control routine 
Backward weight drop event control routine 
Aero dynamic data 
Gets derivatives for impact trajectory 
Integration interrupt routine 
Fourth order Runge-Kutta differential equation solver 
for APPG package 
Gets jacobian for  impact adjoints 
Gets lambdas for coasting equations 
Gets S te rms  for coasting equations 
Trigger routine for impact point 
Instantaneous impact penalty routine 
Performs matrix inversion 
Patrick reference atmosphere - 1963 version 
Same as  PRA63 but computes partials of density 
speed of sound and pressure for the backward integration 
Spline fit routine 
Specifies orbital equations of motion for A P P G  package 
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i 4  
M A I h  L IhTING-R060T L I S T I N G S  
~ O M M O N / R E S T / J S T R I N C N K S , K C D H E S ( G ) I T R I L S B I N F ~ I ~ O ~ A R I ~ ~ ~ T ( ~ ~ )  
C O M M O N / P E R F / I L A S ~ I I P H , P R ~ ~ , ~ ~ K ~ I P K K ~ I P R K ~ ~ P R T ~ T I F ~ ~ ~ F ~ K I W ~ M ~  
C O M M O N / J T H R / J T H R ( ~ S ) I T B L T M ( ~ )  
COPMON/COUhT/lCOUNT I 1CONT P LONGPI< 
COMMOh/LPHINT/LPkINT 
C 
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C ’IHE ORIGINAL ROBOT PKOGRAM NAS FOHNULATED AND PROGHUIVIM~IJ 
C ,DURING THE FALL UF 1907 b y  HOBEKT G e  GOTTLIEG 
C OF APPLIED ANALYSlSt  INCOHPORATED 
C 3322 S O *  MEP. PKwYI I tdUNISVILLE,ALA* 
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
c 
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C ATMOSPHERIC W T I M A Z A T I O N  id1Tt-i THROTTLING WAS FORMULATE0 AND 
C PHOGHAMMEO I h T O  I H k  HOUOT DECK OUHING 1 9 7 0 - 1 9 7 1  BY 
C KOREHT G e  GOTTLI tR OF DYNAMICS RESEARCH CORP 
C 60 CONCORO ST, * fiILMlhGTONPMASS* 01887 
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l U Z  
143 
LY4 
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L 56  
157 
t S @  
L SY 




t t i4  
L U 5  
l ob  
M A I h  L I i - T I h G - R O U O T  L I S T I N G S  
6 
* ?  
MAXI\; LIFTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
, 1 171 
172 










2 C A L L  A I N I T  
3 C A L L  AFORUFJ 
C A L L  AFOliNO 
I F  (NMAX*LE*O)GO CO 4 
h H I T t ( 6 1 3 1 )  
W K I T E ( ~ I ~ O ) T I ( C O ~ L ( I ) I I = ~ ~ ~ ~  
C A L L  UADLX 
15 C A L L  BAKRN 
31 F U H P A T ( / l X I l l H C O b  LAMUDAS) 
30 F O R M A T ( / I ~ X I H E ~ ~ * ~ )  
I F  (KUt jJ ( l .8 )  *EWeO)bO TO 35 
c 3UING FORWARU H U N S  FOH ALINUTH PARTIALS 
c BECAUSE OF ObERLAY STRUCTURE PROBLEM 
C A L L  AFdHUN 
C A L L  AFOHhCl 
C A L L  dADLX 
35 C A L L  ANEWCti 
IVP4 A X =N MA X - 1 
GO T O  3 
NFIAX=1 
4 I C O U h T =  ICOUNT+ 1 
IF(ICOUNT.LT.ICO&T) GO TO 15 
1 F ( IMP NE 0 1 C A L L  AS IMP 
L) A T A L NDP f? T / 6 HEN dPK T 
A I  =El\rUPKT 
LvHITt (  ~ ) A T , A Z , L A T , D H A G I X J E X T I C A S E I D P ~ I Q Y I C ~ I D T I W ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ V G , U E L V P ,  
1 hPM I T C t i I H  rCtiKDO1 v FALI ALONG0 I T C Y ~ P T C Y ~ I T C Y ~ V T C Y ' + ~ C Y T I F S C I G I  
C 
3 ~TASCIDECL,VELTGTIGAMTGTIKTGTI~TGTIINCTGTILATTGTI~TAT~T 
tu,  d E U  I TFSCY I A Y L  I bYL I HMN 9 HIiMN I CMClE I OMEGA C J I  H I D J  I F L A T  I t<E I GLEKO , 
L f - ( h T A U L E * E Q * l ) C A L L  BOPTiJL 
wO1=wZFLHO/ 4 5 3 5 9 2 3 7  
W 1 t3T ( 1 7  1 2 1  
110 5 I= lvNOPAH 
iJ0 6 I = l r N O P A H  
Ct-1 I D T = C t i I D O T * R A D  
5 # l B T ( 1 7 ) = A M A X l ( W i B l  ( I )  ~ W m T ( 1 7 )  1 
6 w l ~ T ( I ) = W I ~ T ( I ) / w I b T ( l 7 )  




A I N l T  L I F T I N G - H O D O T  LISTINGS 
G 
A I N I T  
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4 0  
[i 1 
42 
L +  3 
*4 
45 
L i  6 
Q7 
46 








LItTLNG-HObOT L I S T I N G S  
9 
A I N I T  LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
a !  57 
' 1  60 58 59 
01 
02 
, -- b3 
F 1 04 
05 
K t A L  L L A p L L O  
UATA EILANK/6H / 
C * kEWIND UOPTRL TAPE 
HtWIND 9 
ICOUNT=O 
uo 10 I = 1 , 1 0  





M t R R = O  
CikR R = 1 0  
LLOUN T Z U  
1CONT=i 
L O h G P G 1  
lAEDK=U 
1 0  H t A D ( I ) = U L A N K  
C KEAO IlJPUT DATA 
c 1Hk FOLLOWING TWO CAKES H E I N I T I A L U Z E  CASE BY TRUNCAT~I\IG i T  
ICASE=CASE 
CASE = I CASE 
IdMAX=INMAX 
IAEDKZJAEDK 
L 0 N G P H = J 0 N G P H 
1CONT=JCONT 
IF(LONGPR.tQ*O)LUNGPK=l  
I F ( I C O N T . E Q . O ) I C U N T = ~  
KLAL INCTGTr L A T l G T e l A T  
r ~ A M E L I S T / I N P U T / H t A D ~ T Z E R O ~ T D ~ A G , T L I F T , T T I L T ~ T C H F R ~ ~ ~ ' l Z ~ ~ L b S ,  
I TNEiw~OT,CW~OT,~DLUS,WTJET,AEISITAUT,TAUT,TAUW,NOWD,N~EVIdT,~~IN~,  
L ~ T E P ~ ~ S T E P , A Z , L U T , D K A G I X J E X T ~ C A S E , D P ~ , ~ Y , C H I D T , W ~ ~ , ~ E L V ~ ~ D ~ L ~ ~ ,  
5 WPMvTCHIRvCHRDOI,FAZ,ALONGOI T C Y ~ ~ T C Y ~ P T C Y ~ V T C Y ~ ~ C Y T , F S C Y ,  
4 TFSCY, 
4 t U , U E U , A Y L , H Y L , H M l ~ r d H ~ N , C M U E , O M E G A I C J , H , D J , F L A T , ~ E , ~ Z ~ k ~ , J O t ? ~ ~  
5 J U M P , I ~ D C H I ~ K I N U , k W T A I N M A X I N T A B L E I N V H S T , ~ P R t L A S l ~ K K ~ ~ K ~  
t;, KINUO,KRD~HB,IMP,NCYT,NFSCY,JTHR,KCDPHIIPSI~EQ,KC~RES, 
7 P S I K S T , K D U , K D T i w I d T , N 6 G C T , N P I T T B L , C P T B L , C Y T ~ L , ~ l V , R r ~ 5 C ~  
& U E C L , V E L T G T , G A M 7 G T , H T G T , I N C T G T , L A T T G T I B T A T G T , N c O ~ T ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ S T 2 ,  
Y I F A B , I B A , I P H I T , L P H I ~ T ,  I C O N T , I A E D K t L O N G P R t T H l ~ P t i l , K O T A ,  * L A T W T H , L O ~ ~ ~ T H , N O I , I P c N S r , M ~ ~ C H , G L I ~ ~ G , F U E ~ G  
rb=o 
KkAU(5rINPUT) 
a K I T E ( 6 t 3 )  
7 1 F ( N e E U * O )  GO TO 2 
3 FOHMAT( lXt12HMAVkIK E H R O ~ ~ / / ~ X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * * ~ J A R N I N G * * W A R N I N ~ * * ~ ~ R N I ~ \ ~ * * ~  
2 AA=AL/KAD 
U / ~ X P J O H * * Y O U H  UATA OOES NOT COMPUTE**) 
1. IJM A X  = h M  A X 
JCONT=ICONT 
JAEUKZIAEPK 
JON 6PH =L ONGPh 
THETl= ( 9 0  a - L A T  1 /HAD 
U ~ A G 1 = O H A G * 4 * ~ 4 8 L 2 1 6 L  
ZH IDOT=CH I DT/HAD 
h Z E H O = ~ 0 1 * * 4 5 3 S 9 ~ 3 7  
Nt'MX=vJPful* 45359257 
10 
A I N i T  L I F-T I NG-R Ob O T  L I 5 T I tdGS 
11 






C * * *  CHECK FOR ERROR LN Kbb A1\10 KDT SPECIF ICATIONS 
J = K D T ( I ) + I  
I ~ ( J . E ~ . I o O R ~ K D B ~ J ) . ~ ~ ~ O ) G O  T  12 




C CALCULATE NUMUER O f  %GULAR SETS 
IF ( KDB ( 19 1 EW 1 1 IdFSCY =1 
[\rCONPT=O 
NOSS=u 
00 13 I = l r 7  
~F(KCUPHI(I).EQ.L~)~CONPT=I 
l u O S S = N O S S +  1 
I F ( K C D P H I ( I ) o E Q * O ) G O  TO 13 
13 CONTINUE 
C***** 
C CALCULATE NLIMklER OF RtSTART CONSTRAINTS 
TK=1 * E 1 9  
I\C NR 5 = 0 
IF(NVHSToEQ*O)GO TO 15 
00 1 4  1 = 1 ~ 6  
h c N R S = N C N R S + 1 
I F ( K C D R E S ( I ) * t Q o U ) G O  TO 14  
1 4  CONTINUE. 
1 5  CONTINUE 
IF( (NOSS+NCNRS) ,LE,lO)GO TO 17 
~ v K 1 T E ( 6 ~ 1 6 )  
STOP 
16 F O R M A T ( ~ X P ~ ~ H  TOO MANY CONSTRAINTS) 
17 CONTINUE 
C*** CALCULATE NO OF THRUST EVENTS 
fJ VNT= 0 
Ui) 18 1 ~ 1 ~ 5  
~ F ( ~ I O E V N T ( I ) ~ E Q . U ) G O  T 10 
NVNT=NVNT+NOEVNT ( I )
J A = I  
iLAST=NVNT-NOLVNT ( J A )  +1 
C*** CALCULATE hi0 OF C E I G h T  EVENTS 
18 CONTINUE 
1\1 W V N T = U 
UO 19 1 = 1 ~ 1 5  
N IN V N T = Nki V NT + 1 
l F ( N O h ' U ( I ) . E Q o O ) b O  TO 19 
19 CONTINUE 
C * * *  CALCULATE IMPACT DATA 
UO 22 I = l P h o l  
LLA( I )=TH1 (I )/HAL, 
L L O ( I ) = P H ~ ( I ) / H A U  
T E M P = L A T W T H ( I ) / L ~ N k T H ( I )  
~ I N A = S I N ( R O T A ( I ) / R A U )  
~ ~ M P ~ = K A O / L A T ~ V T H ( I )  
T t M P l = l E M P l * T E M P i  
S L L O ( I ) = T E M P l * ( l . + T E M P * ( 1 . - S I N A * S i N A ) )  
T k F/ P = T E M P * T E PIP- 1 
5ZLA(I)=TEMPl*(lo+TEMP*SLNA*SINA) 
12 
A I N l T  L I F T I N G - R O t i O T  L I S T I N G S  
13 
A I ~ L  r L I F T I t u Q - H O b O l  L I S T  I I ~ G S  





ACNTRO L I F T I l\G-R OROT L IS T I NGS 
16 
i."' I:.::>::::: 
j..:..:. i::::': .. :j: 1 
(..:...;:.: 
:1 
' I  
i I -  
f )  
L -  3 
ACNTHO LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
17 
1 
' 7  
i t /  
i J  
i 
ACSTOP LIFTING-HOROT LISTINGS 
i a  
ACS 1 Ut’ 








































4 0  
4 1  


































7 0  





7 6  
7 7  



























L U 5  




L i 1  
112 
L 1 3  
LtJ9 
ACS 1 OF' L I e T 1 NG-ROBOT L IS T I NGS 
c 
HkT 1JH N 
NltTUHN 
C 
C I N E R T I A L  LONGITUUE 
7 TEMPlZA ( 1 I 1 )  *O (1 ~2 1 +A (2, i 1 *D ( 2  I 2 1 + A  ( 3  t 1) *D ( 3 ~ 2 )  
T t M P 2 = A ( l , 3 ) * 0 ( 1 , 2 ) + A ( 2 , 3 ) * 0 ( 2 , 2 ) t A ( 3 1 3 ) * D ( 3 , 2 )  
VALE=ATAN2(T€MPlrTEMP2) *RAD 
00 1 0 7  J = l r 6  
H E  T U H N 
1 0 7  I L ( J , I ) = N ( ~ I J ) * K A D  
C 
c I N E R T I A L  HEADING ANGLE 
8 VALE=PI/2. -ATAN2(VS,~S) 
T tMP=V~/ (VS*VS+W~*INS)  
UU 1 0 8  J = 1 ~ 6  
TEVPl=wS/(VS*VS+NS*WS) 
1 0 8  Y L ( J I I ) = ( T E M P * N ( A , J ) - T E M P ~ * N ( ~ ~ J ) ) * R A D  
lF(M.EOo10)GO TO 1 0  





9 VALEZACOS (CTH 1 *RH0 
1 0 9  Y L ( J P I ) = N ( ~ P J ) * R A D  




1 0  S I N B = S I N ( V A L E )  
COSB=COS(VALE) 
VALEZACOS (STH+SIILB 1 















































l b 0  










ACSTOP LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
TEMPl=SINB*CTH/SiN(VALE)*RAD 
TEMP2=COSB*STH/SIN(VALE) 
DO 1 1 0  J = l r 6  
VALE=VALE*HAD 
RETURN 
110 Y L ( J I I ) = - ( T E W P ~ * N ( ~ ~ J ) + T E M P ~ * Y L ( J ~ ~ ) )  
L I N E  OF NODES 
11 T E M P l = A ( l r 1 ) * D ( l r 2 ) + A ( 2 , 1 ] * 0 ( 2 r 2 ) t A ( 3 r l ) * D ( 3 r 2 )  




T B = ( V S * * 2 + W S * * 2 ) * C T H / ( V S * * 2 + ( W S * C T H ) * * 2 )  
UU 111 J=1r6 
VALE=VALE*HAQ 
RETURN 





Y L ( l r I ) = T E M P * ( W  - U S * N ( 2 r 1 ) )  
Y L ( 2 r I ) = T E M P * ( U  - u s * N ( ~ P ~ )  1 
Y L ( J v I ) = T E M P * ( V  -US*N(2,3)1 
YL(4t I )=TEMP*(WSVS*X/R2=US*N(2 ,Y) )  
Y L ( ~ P I ) = T E M P * ( W S V S * Y / H ~ - U S * N ( ~ , ~ )  1 
Y L ( ~ ~ I ) = T E M P * ( W S V S * Z / R ~ - L J S * N ( ~ P ~ )  1 
iF(MmEQm13)GO TO 13 





~ALE=SOKT( lm+PP*C3/CMUE)  
TEMP=C3/(2.*VALE*CMUE) 
TEMPl=PP/ (VALE*CIviUE 1 
TEMP2=TEMPl*CMUE/(H*K*R) 
YL(ltI)=TEMP*YL(lrI)+TEMPl*k 




Y L ( G r I ) = T E M P * Y L ( b r I ) + T E ~ ~ 2 * 2  
KETUHN 
21 






1 7 1  
18 
Y L ( I J I P I )  = P S A P ( I J 1 )  
HETURN 
VALE = R A  
UO 1 5 2  IJI = 1 ~ 6  
Y L ( I J I P I )  = P S P G ( I J 1 )  
KETUHN 
THUE ANOMALY 
w s v s = d 5 * w s + v s * v s  
OW=WSVS*R/CMUE 
tCC=SQHT(l.+QQ*R* C3 /CWUE 1 
ETA=ATAN2(QQ*US/5QKT(kSVS) ,QQ-1. )  
~=VI~*QQ*(QQ-~O+Z.*US*US/VI~)/(ECC*WSVS) 





Y L ( ~ ~ X ) = ( T E M P ~ * W + T E M P * N ( ~ P ~ ) ) * R A D  
Y L ( ~ ~ I ) = ( T E M P ~ * U + T E M P * N ( ~ P ~ ) ) * R A D  
Y L ( ~ P I ) =(TEMP~*V+TEMP*N(~P~))*RAD 
Y L ( ~ , I ) = ( T E M P l * X + T E M P * N ( 2 , 4 ) ) * R A D  
Y L ( h r I ) = ( T E M P i * Z + T E M P * N ( Z r 6 ) ) * R A D  
Y L ( S , I ) = ( T ~ M P ~ * Y + T E M P * N ( ~ P ~ ) ) * R A D  
IF(MoEU.17)GO TO 17 
K t T U H id 
ARGUMENT O F  PERIGEE 




T tMP=-COS(BETA) /5 INZi  
TEMPZ=-CTH*COSI*wS/ (CSVS*SI~21)  
00 171 J = 1 ~ 6  
Y L ( J ~ I ) = ( T ~ M P * N ( ~ ~ J ) + T E M P ~ * ~ ( ~ ~ J ) + T E M P ~ + N ( ~ P J ) ) * R A ~ + Y L ( ~ P ~ )  
KETUHN 
I F ( V A L E ~ O G T ~ ~ ~ O ~ ) V A L ~ ~ = ~ ~ O ~ - V A L E ~  




I F ( C J o G T * O o ) V N F = 5 Q K T ( C 3 )  
C 1 z V A L t  
T M F A = X * A S ~ ( l ) + Y * U S M ( 2 ) + 7 * A S M ( 3 )  
1MFH=SwHT(H2-TMFA*TMFA) 
VALE=Ci*(Cl-VNF*TMFH)/CMUE-K+TMFA 
TMFD=-C l *TMFU/ (VhF*CkUE)  




YL(l,I)= TMFC*YL( lv I )+TMFU*k  
Y L ( 2 r I ) =  TMFC*YL(2 t I )+TMFD*U 
Y L ( 3 r I ) =  TMFC*YL(3t I )+TMFD*V 
Y L ( Y v I ) =  TMFC*YL(~PI)+TM~E*X-TMFF*D(~P~)+TMFG*ASV(~) 
22 
ACSTOP 1 i t- T i NG-R 0 b O T  1 i S'T i NGS 
Y L ( S , I ) =  T M F C * Y L ( S r I ) + T M F E * y - T M F F * 0 ( 2 , 2 ) + T M F G * A S M ( ~ )  
255 
236 
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5 U 9  
310 



























ADDR LIFT  II\G-ROROT L I S T I N G S  
25 














1 4  







2 2  





















i+  5 
46 
47 
4 8  
4 9  
so 
S l  
52 
5 3  
54 




















T H I S  SUBROUTIEUE SPECIFIES THE ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL LQUATIONt, 
1F NCH = 1 INTEbRATE RACK\NAH@Sr OTHERWISE IhTEGRATt  FU,hWAt?U* 
l i  = 1 
C A L L  FOHKM 
I F ( I I * N E * 6 )  GO TU 3 
HETURN 
H E T H I t V E  STORED SOLUTIOI\I 
NEXT CONSTRUCT SLCONU VARIATION GRAVITY TERMS 
TtMP1 = G22*AX + 623*A(1,2) 
TkMP2 = G 2 2 * A Y  + G23*A(2r2)  
TEMP3 = G22*AZ + G23*A(3 r2 )  
TtMP4 = G 3 3 * A ( 1 , & )  + G 2 3 * A X  
TtMPS = G 3 3 * A ( 2 , L )  + 623*AY 
TtMP6 = G 3 3 * A ( 3 , 2 )  + G23*AZ 
G X X  = G 1 1  + TEMPi*AX + TEMP4*A(1,2) 
G Y X  = TEMPl*AY + TEMP4*A(2,2) 
G Z X  = TEMPl*AZ + T tMP4*A(3 ,2)  
G Y Y  = G l l  + TEMPd*AY + T E M P 5 * A ( 2 r 2 )  
G Z Y  = TEMP2*AZ + TEMPS*A(3r2)  
26 
57 



































































LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
3 PhIL=DPHIZ+OMEGA*(T-TZERO) 
STSP=STHL*SIh (PHIL)  
CPST=S THL*COS ( PH 1 L 1 
X C V  = A ( l r l ) * S T S P + A ( 1 , 2 ) * ' T H L + A ( l r 3 ) * C P S T  
Y C V  = A ( 2 , 2 ) * C T H L + A ( 2 , 3 ) * C P S T  
L C V  = A ( 3 r l ) * S T S P + A ( 3 t 2 ) * C T H L + A ( 3 r 3 ) * C P S T  
H E  TURN 
T l L T O U t R  
4 CHIP=CHIDOT* (T -TL IFT)  
5 XCV=SIN(CHIP)  
Y C v = C 0 5 ( C t i I f J )  
L C V = O .  








A D E H l  LIkTXNG-ROBOT LISTINGS 
7 C A L L  A C N T R O  
IF ( K W T A a E Q e 2 ) G O  TO 5 
C C H I Y = C O S ( C H I Y  1 
XC V = C C H  I Y *S I 14 ( CH A P 1 
Y C V = C C H I Y * C O S ( C H A P )  
L C V = S X N ( C H I Y )  
R E T U R N  
EhO 
30 















































4 1  
42 








5 1  
52 
53 

























) I  93 
i ‘14 






l u l  
1 u2 
1 U 3  
1 u4 
1b5 
1 d 6  
1 ti7 
‘ i  






ADEH LIFTING-ROBOT L IST INGS 
P A T ( l ) = A L T  








I F ( K S l * N E o 3 ) G O  TO 7 

















UVAU ( 4 )  = W  
U V A R  (5) =U 
THROT=l 
~ ~ ( T H R ~ G T . G L I M ( I l H H ) * X M ) T H R O T = X M * G L I M ( I T H U ) / T H R  
OVAR (6) = V  
l F ( N F 8 = 8 ) 1 6 r l 4 ~ 1 5  
GO TO 16 
I F ( T H H O T o L T o l o ) D V A R ( 7 ) = - X M D O T * T H R O T  
1 4  C A L L  IMPPT(0 )  
15 C A L L  IMPPT(0)  
VMAG=SQRT(W*W+U*b+V*V) 
C O S A L = ( W * X C V + U * Y C V + V * Z C V ) / V M A G  
COSV=(w*SW+U*SU*V*SV)/VMAG 
V U O T G = ( W * G X + U * G Y + V * G L ) / V M A G  
UVAR(g)=(THR*THHOT-EXIT*PAM)/XM 
UVAR(l l )=-VDOTG 
U V A R ( l Z ) = Q * V H / ( P 1 / 2 , - A L F )  
bVAR(13)=-(THMFU*COSV-QCJPC*COSAL)/XM 
U V A H ( l O ) = D V A H ( 9 ) * ( 1 o - C O S A L )  
16 CONTINUE 
1F (NTHG6 L T  0 1 f?tTUt?fI 
C 
C CALCULATE 0 DOT 
C CALCULATE P ( R H 0  1 wRT ALT 
h=*S*KHO*VR2 
PAT( l )=ALT+20 ,  
CALL P H A 6 3 ( P A T ( l )  PIEH) 
HH02=PAT(6)  
PAT I 1) =ALT-20 
C A L L  P R A ~ J ( P A T ( ~ ) P I E H )  
33 
i 
ADEH I L It- TING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
34 












































4 6  
42 
43  
4 4  
'+ 5 








O L I O .  
LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
36 






































































b l  
b2 
63 
ADEN i LIFTING-ROBOT LXSTINGS 
VDOTG=(W*GX+U*GY+V*GZ)/VMAG 
UVAR(9)=THR*TEMP 






2 AEOSH LIFTING-ROROT LISTINGS 
rrs TPFB.AEOSR 









AFORNU LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
42 















) 1 3  
















AFOHliN ' \  
" t  



























































LIFTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
47 
AFOklJk LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
01 
03 
i ' \  62 
07 
r-] 
' 7 0  
74  
-7 7 9  
r J 1  
02 
133 








Y 6  
L L = A ( j , l ) * X J X ( l ) + A ( 3 , 2 ) * X J X ( 2 ) + A ( 3 , 3 ) * X J X ( 3 )  
w L = A ( l r l ) * X J V ( l ) + A ( l , 2 ) + X J V ( 2 ) + A ( l r 3 ) * X J V ( 3 )  
UL= A ( 2 , 2 ) * X J V ( 2 ) + A ( 2 r 3 ) * X J V ( 3 )  
V Z = A ( J , l ) * X J V ( l ) + A ( 3 , 2 ) * X J V ( 2 ) + A ( 3 , 3 ) * X J V ( 3 )  
60 TO 99 
4 1  w Z = V I V ( l )  
UL=VlV ( 2  1 
v z = v I v ( 3 )  
x z = v I v ( 4 )  
Yz=v Iv  (5 1 




C ** KHDEH CAN NOT BE GREATER THAN 5 
C KLWINU SAVE STATE TAPE 
C ~ ~ L I T I A L I Z E  TABLE LOOK-UP It\JUICES 
lltWIIL\ri) 3 
100 i~ lCAN=l 
h C  AF= 1 
ivlCON 1 = 1 
MLON2=1 
M C 0 N 3 = 1 
PIC ON4 = 1 
M T T 1 = 1  
l y l l  T 2 = 1  
M r ~ 3 = 1  
MT T4=1  
MFAH=l 
k L I F T = O  
K b l Z l  
L INES=u  





K C Y  TAt3=1 
ILF 8=7 
IF (NCONPT*GT*O)hFB=$ 
I F ( J U M P * N ~ . l ) T Q = I Z E R O  
w = w z  
u=uz 
V = V Z  
X = X Z  
Y = Y Z  
L=zz 
bo 1 0 1  I r l r A  
1 0 1  I A P ( I ) = O *  
K C S T = ( )  
C 
C 
C TAUT 15 O U R A T I O N  T IME OF ThI3UST EVENTS 
c THUW I5 TIME INTLRVAL BETWEEN A THRUST EVENT AND k NT UKOF' 
C 
LXTEHNAL A X P R T r A ~ ~ D E V , A T I L T , A K A L T r ~ E O ~ f ~ ~ A Q M A X  
xMAUG=~JET(JUMP) 


























L 4 U  
141 
iL+2 
















































c * 4 *  
6 
c 
TIME ( 1 r JUMP 1 =TZEHO 





JZNOWD ( I )  
l F ( J * G E * J U M P ) G O  T O  3 
I F  ( I *Gt*NWVNT)GO TO 5 
1=1+1 
GO TO 2 
i W O J = 1  
1JO 4 I = I W D J r N h V N I  
J=NOWU ( I  
T I M E ( 2 r I ) = T I M E ( l ~ J ) + ~ A U ~ ( I )  
XNAUG=XMAUG+WD ( I 
XM=WZEHO 
XMIZXM-XMAUG 
X M I  A O = X M I  
TZTZERO 
CHECK FGR THRUST TABLES 
lu d J =N V I\J T + 1 
UU 55 I = l r N V N T  
JzNJJ-1  
MMM=lABS(JTHR(J) )  
T U L T M ( M M M ) = T I M E ( i t J )  
CONTINUt 
C ON T I N UE 
UELMAZO 
(NOMl*NE*O)GO IO 5b 
Ik(MMMeLEe0)GO TO 55 




I\J T H G 1 =- 1 
T v 1 = A  I NT ( T 1 +PR I h 1 ( JUMP 1 
lF(NMAX*EQ*O)NTRb1=1 
ThRUST EVEr!T TRIGGER 
id T R G 2  =2 
NTHG7=-2 
TV2zTIME ( 1 r JUMP+l )  
WEIGHT DROP EVEN1 THIGGEK 
ALSO CONTROLS EPJb OF CHI-FREfiZE 
i\ THG3z-2 
IF ( IWUJaLE*O)GO '10 6 
luTRG3=2 
l 'VJ=TiME (2, I C D J )  
T I L T  TRIGGER 
r i T  H 64 =2 
TV4=TLlFT 
4 9  




1 7 6  
1 7 7  
170 
1-79 














C *5* ALTITUUE IGGER 
N lHGS=1 
TVS=ALTl  
1F (NMAX ,NE. 0 1 NTHb5=-1 
C 





c I I J I T I A L I Z E  T H K U S ~ I S T ~ P I M ~ O T ~ E T C ,  
lTHR=JUMP-l 
C A L L  ATHHEV 
I F ( J U M P , G T . N O ~ V N I ( l ) ) G O  T O  8 
11 T R GY=-2 
k 5 1 = 4  
h L I F l = l  
TC?=TLEKO 
l F ( J U M P * E Q e l ) G O  TO 7 


















AFOKUN LIkTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
4 0 P O P 0 , O P  O P O , O , U ,  O P O , O P O #  O,O,O,O) 
C 
C 
C I N E R T I A L  INTEGRATION 
111 IF(KERR.NE.O)GO TO 11 
8 IF (LSBeEQ.1 .AND* NALTWoLQ*O)RETURN 





lF(NMAXoEQo0) N F t r = l l  
IF(JUMP.LEoNOEVNT(1))GO TO 10 
C 
00 9 I = 1 t 4  
IF(NP(1)oEQmO)GO TO 9 
iF (JUMPoGE*NENDCT( I ) )KCYTAB=I+ l  
IF (KCYTAUoGT,4)KLYTA~=4 
9 CONTINUE 
C A L L  A b E R l I  
C A L L  AUERI 
C A L L  APRTN(3) 
C 
C 
1 0  I F ( L S H * E Q o l ) G O  T O  112 
C A L L  DESOLV( 15, N F B , A D E H ~ I , A D E R I P A E O S H , ~ , K E R R ~ ~ N M P H ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ V ~ ~  
i MINOPLLDSOLPEUP~LIHMX,HMN,AYLP~P 
L N T R G ~ P A X P H T ~ T ~ T V ~ ~ N T H G ~ P A T H R E V I  TeTV2, 
* NTHG~PATHREVIXMA~TV~P 
3 ~ T R G ~ ~ A W D E V P T P T V ~ ~  
A U P O P O P O P  O , l J ? O , O ,  0 P O , O P U ,  O P O P O P O P  
A U I O I O P O P  O , O P O , O P  O , O , O P O )  
GO TO 113 
C 
112 C A L L  U E S O L V ( ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ A D E R ~ I ~ A U E H I I ~ , ~ , ~ E R ~ P H N ~ ~ H ~ A N K ~ ~ ~ A V ~ P  
I K I N U P L L D S O L I E U P ~ L P H M X P H M N ~ A Y L P ~ ~  
2 N T R G ~ P A T H R E V P T P T V ~ P  NTRG~~AWDEVPTITVS, 
* N T R G ~ , A T H H E V P X M L P T V ~ P  
3 N T R G ~ ~ A T I L T P T P T V S ~  0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ,  O P O P O P O P  O ~ O ~ O P O I  




11 h H I T E ( b r l 2 )  
12 FORMAT ( / / ~ X P ~ ~ H I ~ ~ T ~ G R A T I O N  ERROHoDUMPED) 
STOP 
t l \ D  
51 
AGE0 LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
52 
%,' ' i 
i i  
i.. 3 
, I  
53 
i 








































LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
1OKILOMETER ALTIlUOlr 
l -L5=ALT2 
CALL APHTN(12)  
RETURN 








1 I L J  
LIFTIhG-HOBO1 LISTINGS 
56 
I '  
i 
\ i  
AFFULG 
~T*TPF%,AMULG 

























































2 1  
22 
23 
























4 b  
'+ 9 
50  
5 1  
52 
53 
5 4  
55 
56 
LIFTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
57 
' f  58 
I 59 








7 1  
72  r-"'-) 
7 3 
\ .  I 74 












1 ~ 3  
1.24 
125 







. '1 133 
1 1 3 1  
ANEhCH LIkTlNG-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
171 









A h  E w C ki LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
62 
i ',. . J  
ANEkCH LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
6 3  




















*.. , _ .  
65 
J APPG 
1 PS TPFB.APPG / f "ut? 0018-05/17-11:50 
LLFTIhG-HOHOT L I S T  INGS 
66 
"i APPG LIFTING-ROBOT L IST INGS 
INPUTS ARE THE S iATE VECTOR AT TF ( W , U ~ V , X P Y P Z )  P THE OESIRtD 
















































1HE AMOUNTS EY WHICH THE COMPUTED APOGEE AND PEHIGEtt KLSPECTIVLLY 
P EXCEED THE DESARED VALUES - AND THE ASSOCIPTED E3ObNDAkY 
CONDITIONS PSAP C\NU PSPG Ob THE ADJOINT VARIABLES. 
T H I S  SUUROUTINE MAkkS U S t  OF THE FOLLOWING Sl~RROUTIhES - 
SY SDEH P ADOR P F ORKM t AGE0 
5YSOEH SPECIFIES THE SYSTEM EQUATIONS. ADDR SPECIFltS THE A u J O I I J T  
EQUATIONS, AND FORKM IS A FOUf?TH ORDER RUPdGE KUTTA L I F k t H L l \ J F I A L  
tGUATION SOLVER 
F I R S T  COMPUTE FIHST EXTREMUP OF ORUIT BY FORhARD INTtGRUTiON 
LTOPPING CODITION IS WHEN ObiG = 0 . r  OR R AND ROOT A t X  UKTHOLYONAL. 
67 
I I 
APPG L I k  T ING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
57 " 1  58 
































C h0W BEGIN R A C K V J A ~ D  INTEGKATION O F  THE AOJOINT EQUAr lUN 
C 
C 
C F I R S T  ChECK T O  S t E  I F  THE STORED SOLUTION IS COMPLtTte 
C 
c ThE INTEGRATION UF Tht AOJOIlJT EQUATIONS USES AN I N T t G l t U T l O t ~  STtF'  
C 
C S l Z E  T W I C E  THAT USLD TO INTtGRATE THE SYSTEM EQUATIbfqC,* HEi\rCk I 
C 
C 7HE TOTAL NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS STORED MUST BE AN GLjU NUMULRo 
68 
I I '  ' 
I '  
APPG LII-TING-ROUOT L I S T I N G S  
114 














129 11 = I / 2  
12 = 2*11 
I F ( I ~ . E Q . I )  GO TO 130 
HL = D T  
GO TO 13 
X t i  = HL 
UO 131 L = l r 6  
XI4 = 0. 
132 C A L L  SYSDEH 
1 ' s O  t1L =DT*.S 
131 Y N ( L )  = XF(L) 
133 uir 134 J = 2 r I  
K 1 =  I - J + 2  
hi? = k l  + 1 
UO 154 L = 1 r 3  
1 3 4  5 > T ( L r K L )  = S T ( L r k 1 )  
UU 135 L = 1 r 3  
K = L + 3  
1 = 1 + 1  
135 5 T ( L r 2 )  = YN(K)  
C 
C PLHFOHM F I R S T  S T t P  OF BACKWARD INTEGRATION OF A D J O l h T  t t U A T l t j N S  
C 
13 Y l U ( 1 )  = 0. 
Y N ( 2 )  = 0. 
Y i U ( 3 )  = 0. 
Yl'du(4) = S T ( l r I ) / H C T l  
Ylu(5) = S T ( 2 r I ) / & C T 1  
YI\1(6) = S T ( 3 r I ) / K C T l  
kt1 = 2.*DH 
XN = 0. 
L O  14 JJ = l r 3  
IJO 1 4  LL = l r 3  
KK = I - JJ +1 
1 4  Y5(LLrJJ) = S T ( L L r K K )  
15 C A L L  AUUR(1rYS)  
C 
C SG MUCH F O R  THE l - I f<ST STC;P. NOW LETS I N T E G R A T E  RACK 10 TF - 2tiL 
C 
l f - ( I * L T o 4 )  GO TO 2d5 
IE. (I.LU.5) GO TO 275 
16 TU = T5 - UT 
XI4 = 2.*OT 
I ~ T  = K k / 2  - 1 
UO 27 IJ = l r r v 7 '  
i \ l  = I - 2 * I J  
iu2 = 1\11 - I 
IUL = r e .  - 1 
17 DO 18 I K  = 1 r 3  
Y ' s ( I K r 1 )  = S 7 ( I K r N l )  
1 5 ( 1 K r 2 )  = S T ( I K r N 2 )  
18 Y S ( I K t 5 )  = S T ( I K t I V L )  
19 C A L L  AUOH(1rLS) 
T = TS - Xi< 
27 CONTltLUE 
C 
C how INTEGRATE O V t R  THE LAST IP!T€RvAL 
69 


































i u 5  
? U 6  
"38 
F U 9  
210 












i d 4  
2 L 5  
2Lb 
227 
2 iJ 7 
APPG LIFTING-ROt3OT L I S T I N G S  
C 
275 X H  = 20*HL 
20 UO 26 IJ = 1 ~ 3  
JJ = 4 - I J  
00 26 I K  = l r 3  
26 Y S ( I K p I J 1  = S T ( 1 K t J J )  
25 C A L L  ADDR(1rYS)  
285 T = TS - XN 
29 PSAP(1) = Y N ( I )  





















4 0 1  
41  
NEXT INTEGRATE 
F I R S T  STEP 
BACKWARDS 
-1,) 
4) + YN(2  
FROM TF TO F I N D  THE OTHEH tXTdtMUM 
UMN = Y N ( l ) * Y N ( Y )  + Y N ( 2 ) * Y N ( 5 )  + Y N ( 3 ) * Y N ( 6 )  
N A  = H C T l  
00 34 1 1 ~ 6  
PSPG(1)  = PSAP(1 )  
KP = H C T l  
KLTURN 
I = l  
IJu 36U J = l r 3  
k = J t 3  
YL(J )  z - X F ( J )  
Y L ( K )  = X F ( K )  
GO T O  43 
W I G  = OMN 
u0 370 J = 1 r 6  
YL(J)  = Y N ( J )  
IJU 38 J = 1 r 3  
t \ = J + 3  
S T ( J r 2 )  = YN(K)  
l = L  
C A L L  SYSDEH 
ONN = Y N ( l ) * Y N ( 4 )  + ' f N ( 2 , * Y N ( 5 )  + YN(3)*YPd(h) 
rLST TU SEE 1F SlOPPIIUG CONDITION HAS REEh PASSED. 
IF(OMN*OMG*GToOo) GO TO 37 
IF( ICK.NE.0)  GO T O  36 
IF(OPN*OMG.LT.O.) GO TO 42 
I = I + 1  
OMG = OWN 
00 4 U l  J = l r 6  
UO 4 1  J = 1 r 3  
K = J + 3  
S V ( J p 1 )  = YN(K) 





















*- 7 2-48 
r'-/ Lbl 
APPG LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  





4 3  
4 3 0  
4 4  
45 














4 6 3  
1464 
4b5 
luUw BEGIN FORWARIJ INTEGRATION O F  THE ADJOINT EQUATIoiv 
CHECK TO S E t  I F  SOLUTION I S  COMPLETE. 



















3 0 3  
5u4 
5li5 






















49 Y N ( 1 )  = 0. 
Y N ( 2 )  = 0.  
Y f u ( 3 )  = 0. 
Y N ( 4 )  = ST 
Y N ( 5 )  = ST 
Y N ( 6 )  = ST 
XH = 2e*OH 
XI\ = 0. 
C 
C F I R S T  STEP 
C 
50 






















6 1 0  
b3 
3 
LIFTING-ROtjOT L I S T I N G S  
1 r 1 ) / k C T 2  
2r I) /HCT2 
3 v I ) / K C 7 ' 2  
SO MUCH FOR THE F I R S T  S T t P  NOW INTEGRATE UP TO TF - ZHL 
IF(IeEQ.3) GO TO 606 
IF(IeEW.5) GO TO 575 
l\7 = JJ/2 - 1 
XH = 2e*DT 
(u3 = I 
LJU 60 I = 1rNT 
N 1  = N3 - 2*1 
N2 = N i  - 1 
NL = N2 - 1 
UO 56 J = 1 r 3  
Y S ( J r 1 )  = S T ( J r N i )  
Y S ( J r 2 )  = S T ( J r N d )  
Y ! 3 ( J r 3 )  = S T ( J P N L )  
C A L L  A O O R ( 2 v Y 5 1  
T = XN - TS 
CONTINUE 
14Uw INTEGRATE O V t H  THE LAST INTERVAL 
ULTEHMINE WHICH OF TtlE EXTHEMA I S  T H t  APOGEE AND vrH1CH I h t  PtrKIuEE 
AF(RCTl.LT.HCT2) GO T O  63 
UU 6 1 U  J = 1 ~ 6  
PSPG(J)  = Y N ( J )  
HA = R C T l  
UP = RCT2 
rik TlJHN 
~JU 64 J = l r o  
72  
LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
342 PSPG(J1 = P S A P ( J )  
64 PSAP(J )  = Y N ( J )  
H A  = HCT2 
HP = KCTl 
i 243 
345 
346 HLTUHN r-j 347 LND 
73 
J APR TN 
' i  
i 
' 7  
LIFTING-HOPOT LISTINGS 
74 
- 1  APRl N LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
50 
“ 1 51 
i 75 
4 A P H ' I  N L IFTING-ROBOT L IST INGS 











IF (PHIoLToOo ) P H I  =PHI+2o*P I  
PHI=(PHI-OMEGA*(T+DTL))*HAD-ALONGO 
vI=(w*w+u*utv*v)**.s 
G A M = ( W * X + U * Y + V * Z ) / ( R * V I )  
I F ( G A M o L E o l o o A N D o G A M * G E o ~ l o ) G O  TO 11 
AF(GAMoLEo1o)GO TO 12 
GAM=PI /2 
IF ( ToLT 1 )PHI=DI  Z*OMtGA 
GO TO 13 

























I F  (TEMP*LToOo )TEb"'P=Oo 
I ~ ( f ; A L F Y o L t o l o . A l \ r D o S A L F Y o G E o - l o ) G O  TO 111 
i k  (SALFYoLEo1o)GO 'to 112 
ALFY=PI/2 
GO TO 113 
GO TO 113 
1 1 2  U L F Y = l o 5 * P I  
111 ALFY=ASIN(SALFY) 
113 ctJI Y=ASIN (ZCV 1 
~ F ( C H I Y , G T . P I ) C H A Y = C H I Y - - . * ~ I  
~F(SSIGoLEolo.AN~oS~IGoG~*'io)GO TO 1 4 1  
IF(SSIGoLEo1m)GO TO 145 
S I G = P  I/2 0 
T O  1 4 3  
145 SLG=loS*PI  
GO T O  1 4 3  
143 SUEG=SIG*HAD 
1 4 1  SIG=ASIN(SSIG)  















A P H 7 f v  L I k T I N G - R O B O T  LISTINGS 
C Y D G = C H I Y * H A D  
l F ( I O R K e E Q ~ l ) G O  TO 30 
S W = W - ( L * A 2 2 W - Y * A d 2 h )  
S U = U - ( X * A 3 2 W - Z * A 1 2 k )  
S V = V - ( Y * A 1 2 W - X * A L 2 C )  
VK=(Sw*SW+SU*SU+~V*SV)** .5  
T E M P = ( w * C C h I Y * S C H I P + U * C C t i I Y * C C H I P + V * S C H I Y ~ / V ~  
I F ( T E M P e L E e 1 o o A N U e T E M P o G ~ o ~ l e ) G O  TO 121 
I F ( T E M P o L E e 1 o ) G O  T O  122 
ALF=PI  
bo T O  123 
122 kLF=i). 
bo T O  123 
121 A L F = A C O S ( T E M P )  
123 A L F P = A T A N 2 ( W t U ) - C H I P  
S A L F Y = ( V / V I )  
l F ( S A L F Y e L E o 1 o e A ~ ~ D . S A L F Y e G E e ~ l e ) G O  TO 131 
l F ( S A L F Y e L E e 1 o ) G U  T O  132 
A L F Y = P I / 2 e  
60 T O  133 
GO TO 133 
132 A L F Y = 1 e 5 * P I  
131 A L F Y = A S I N ( S A L F Y )  
133 IEMP=Rk 
I F ( J O H ~ ~ E O ~ O ) T E M P = U M F * R E / ( U M F * U M F * U M F * ~ ~ ~ ~ C T ~ ~ + C T ~ ~ * * O ~  
A L T = H - T E M P  
A U E G = A L F * H A D  
A L F P = A L F P * H A L J  
A L F Y = A L F Y * R A U  
lHEF'=THE/4*44822162 
X M L H = X M / e 4 5 3 5 9 2 3 7  
51 ti= (1 o - C T t i * C T H )  **e 5 
30 A L T P = A L T  
T lSP=F ( I T H R  1 / ( G Z t K O * X b l f I  ( ITHH 1 1 
h b T H = H * S T H  
~ ( 1 1 3 ) = ( 0 ( 1 1 2 ) * C l ~ l = A ( 1 1 2 ) ) / S T H  
U(2,3)=(D(2,2)*ClH-A(2,2))/STti 
U ( 3  e 3 1 = (D (3 I 2 1 * C  i t i - A  ( 3  I 2)  1 /STH 
~(lrl)=(-Y*A(312)+L*A(2r2)1/KSTH 
~ ( ~ I ~ ) = ( X * A ( ~ I ~ ~ ~ Z * A I ~ , ~ ) ) / R S T H  
~ ( ~ , ~ ) = ( - X * A ( ~ I ~ ) + Y * A ( ~ I ~ ) ) / R S T H  
V T H = D ( ~ I ~ ) * W + D ( ~ I ~ ) * U + D ( ~ I ~ ) * V  
vPtl=U (1 I 1) *W+U ( 2 1 1 )  *U+D ( 3 1  1) * V  
XI=-VTH/SWRT(VTH*VTt{+VPH*VPH) 
A Z I = A C O S ( X I )  




x l N C = X I N C * R A D  
A l = A t 3 S ( C M U f / C S )  
P = C  l * C  1/CMltE.  
L C C = l e + P * C 3 / C M U E  
t C C = S O H T ( E C C )  
TWETAz90 e -7 HET*HkD 
II- ( X h O O  L T  0 e X N U Q = X h O D + 3 6 0  e 
i F ( E C C e L T o 0 e ) G O  IO 3 1  
77 
1 7 1  
1 172 














228 ; 3-29 
b4 
APHTi\J LIFTING-ROtiOT L IST INGS 
79 









H H R = S O H T ( C P D X * * ~ ~ C P D Y * * ~ + C P U L * * ~ )  
CPC)XX= (YLH*CPDZ-LLH*CPDY 1 /RHH 
CPOYY=(ZLR*GPDX-XLH*CPDZ)/RRH 
CPDZZ=(XLH*CPDY-YLR*C~DX) /RRR 
H ~ ~ G A N = A T A N ~ ( X * C P U X X ~ Y * C P D Y Y + Z * C P D Z Z ~ ~ * X L R ~ Y * Y L R + ~ * ~ L ~ ~ )  
I F ( I e N t e 1 )  GO TO 79 
I ~ N G O = R N G A N * ( H P A D + R - A L T P ) / ~ *  
ULTL=DTZ 
CONTINUE 
H h G A N = H N G A N * H AD 
N= 2 * N I\ - 1 
A F ( L I N k S ) 5 5 ~ 5 5 ~ 6 t l  
WHITE HEALER 
1 F ( L P R I r V T e E Q e 2 e A i u O e N M A X e N E e i , )  GO TO 4 1  
IF(LPHINTeEQe2eANOeICONT~LONGPReGTeICOUNT)GO TO 4 1  
KPAGE=KPAGE+l 
W H I T E (  6t56)CAStt(HEAD(I)tI=ltlO)tKPAGE 
FONMAT( lH l t6H  ROUOTt2XtfjhCASE = t F l l ~ 4 t 1 O X t l O A 6 , 1 0 X t 4 t ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ )  
L 1 NES=45 
42 
c 
C * * *  
1 0 1  
161 
1 6 0  
162 
LINES=LINES- lO 
i F  (NTAULEeEQeO ) f?tTUKN 
I F  (NMAX eEQ e 0 .AND e ICOUIJT e t Q  e ICONT-1) GO TO 1 0 1  
HkTURN 
WHITE OCJTPUT FOR REPORT 
G A M R = ( S W * X + S ~ * Y t ~ V * Z ) / ( R * V H )  
I F ( G A M H . L ~ e l e e A N U e G A M H , G t , - 1 . ) G O  T O  1 6 0  
lF(GAMHeLEe1e)GO TO 101 
G A M I I = P I / E e  
GO TO 162 




1F ( GAMK e GT e P I  ) GAMR=GAMR-2 e * P I  
79 
APRTN j L IF TING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
AQMAX L I F T I N G - R O R O T  L I S T I N G S  
*‘ 1 
I AWMAX 
k 1  
LIFTING-ROBOT 
3 T *TF’PB A O M A X  
1 SUBROUTINE AQMAX 
2 C O M M O N / A G E N ~ / I O R K ~ L T H K ~ I W D C H I I I X R I J O R ~ ~ J U M P ~ K A T ~ K C ~ ~ ~  
3 1 K C Y T A B , K D I R , K P H G E I K P H T , K S ~ , K W T A , L I N E S ~ N B G C T ( ~ ) , N ~ N ~ C T ( ~ ) , ~ ~ ~ ~ A X ,  
4 2 N O E V N T ( S ) , I P C N ~ T ~ N O W D ( ~ ~ ) I N V N T , N V R S T I N W V N T  
5 C O M M O N / F O R I N T / H B A N K ( ~ ) , T I T T , W , U I V I X , Y , Z , X M I I Z ~ P ( ~ ) , ~ V A ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ) I  
6 1F5AVE(375) I N T R G ~ , T V ~ , N T R G ~ , T V ~ , N T R G ~ , T V ~ ~ N T R G ~ , T V ~ , ~ ~ T R ~ ~ , T V ~ ~  
7 2hTRG6,TV6,NTHG7rIV7,KIND,KHDER,EU,EL,AYL,HMX,HMN~HNM 
8 CALL APHTN(14) 





J . .  2 ii 
ASIMP 
' I  a d  


























































* 1  4 
c . .1 
I 





U l  
62 
b 3  










lci  1 
102 
l u 3  
1134 
1c5 
1 0 0  
ATHHEV LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
XMOOT=ANE(2)*XMD(ITHR) 
I F ( J T H H ( I T H R ) o L T ~ O ) X M D O T = O .  
T H R = A N t ( l ) * F ( I T H K )  
KCSTZO 
I F ( T H R o L T o 1 o E - 6  ~ A N D ~ I O R R ~ E Q O O ) K C S T = ~  
IF( ITHHoGToNOEVNF(1)  )GO TO 1 
THR=THK+EXIT*PSL 
C 
C*** CHECK FOR F I R S T  POINT 
1 IF(JToEQoJUMP-1)GO TO 8 




IF(LSUoEQo1)GO TU 8 
C 
C * * *  CtiECK FOR IMPACT 
IF(1MPoNEoJT)GO 10 99 
00 98 I r l r 6  
X l M P ( 7 ) = W J k T ( J T )  
98 X I M P ( I ) = V A R ( I )  
XIMP ( 8 )  =T 
9 Y  CONTINUE 
C*** l M P A C T  CHECK OVEK 
C 
C * * *  CALCULATE PEHF R t S  AND TAUT( IPR1 
IF( ITHHoNEo1PR)GU T O  103 
XM=XM 1 AD+XMAUG 
T ~ M P = W P M X - P R K ~ * X I ~ I * C F ~ ( I ~ ~ ~ ) / X M ~ ( I P R )  
dA=ILAST 
l~MP=TEMP-(TNE( l rJA)+TNEo)*CFR(JA)*CFR(JA)*TAUT(JA)  
100 IF (JAoEQo1PR)GO 10 1 0 1  
1 0 1  Ai- (JAoGEoNVNT)GO TO 1 0 2  
J A = J A t l  
GO TO 1 0 0  
‘ IAUT( IC)H)=TEFi lP l / (AIJE(2)*CFR( IPR)  1 
’lIME(lrIPR+l)=TIME(l~iPR)+TAUT(IPR) 
P K T O T = P R K Y * ( X M - A I ~ E ( 2 ) * X M L , ( I P R ) * T A U T ( I P R ) )  
FPR=PHTOT*PKK3/PKKY 
102 T E M P 1 = T E M P / ( l 0 - P ~ K 4 )  
F GR =PH T 0 T *P H K 1 /P k K  4 
C 
C * * *  P t R F  HtSEHVES ANb TAUT(1PR) CALCULATED 
C 
c * * *  CHECK FOR RESTART 
U O  2 I = l r 7  
103  CONTINUE 
2 b V A K S ( I ) = D V A K ( I )  
lF(JT9NEoNVRST)GU T O  4 
C 
Lli, 3 I = 1 ~ 7  
H t S T X ( I ) = V A R ( I )  
3 lJLLXDii ( I )  ZDVAK ( I )  
KESTA(7)=XM 
kt;STX(&j)=T 
C A L L  A P R T N ( 1 S )  
09 
114 




1 1 Y  
120 
1 2 1  
1 2 2  
123 
1,4 
1 ~ 5  
1 2 6  
1 L 7  
128 
L29 
ATHHLV LII-TING-R0[3OT L I S T I N G S  
4 I F ( I O R K I E Q e l ) G O  i 0  5 
C A L L  A O E R l l  
C A L L  AUERI 
b O  TO t, 
5 C A L L  AUERl 
C A L L  AOEH 
6 UO 7 1 ~ 1 ~ 7  
7 U E L X D ( J T , I ) = U V A R ~ ( L ) - D V A H ( Z )  
C u ~ L X D ( J T , ~ ) = X M O O ~ - A ~ O L D * X N D ( J T )  
C A L L  APRTN(5)I 
8 lV2=T+TAUT(XTHH)  
C * * * *  CHECK FOR ANALVBdC COAST * & *  
IF (KCST oEWeO)RETURtV 
1F ( I THR. Nt. aNC0ST.L 
1L=0. 
C A L L  AEOSH 
I F  ( I T H k  EQ JUMP 1 C A L L  
C A L L  APHTN ( 10 1 
L = l  
IF( ITHHoEQ.NCOSTL)L=2 
UO Yb 1 = 1 ~ 3  
C X (  I PL)=VAt?(  I + 3 )  
9b C X ( I + . 3 , L ) = V A H ( I l  
X 1'4 U E = C M U E 
TAUD=TAIJT ( ITHR 1 
C A L L  A T C S T ( C X ( l r L ) , C Y , X M U E I T A U D )  
T = T t T AUCl 
u(3 95 I=1,3 
v A f ? ( I ) = C Y ( I + J )  
95 V A R  ( I t 3 1  =CY ( I )  
C A L L  A toSH 
C A L L  A O E R l I  
C A L L  ALfEfi I  
C A L L  APfITI'U'( 11 1 
I V l = T + P K I N f  ( I T t i H + l )  
C * * * *  COAST COMPLETEO ***  
GO Ti) 10  
9 CUNTINUE 
I F ( L S H e L Q * 1 I G O  TU 111 
?L=0*  
C A L L  ALOSR 
C A L L  APRTN(1S) 
bo 50 1=1,7 
UELXU ( l T H R  t 7  1 Z-AIUE ( 2 )  * X b  
TIME (1 rNVIdT+ l )  =T 
FLORTE(ITHR)=DELXQ(ITHRI7) 
b w I T E ( b r 9 9 4 3 )  ( D L F L H T ( I ) P I = ~ ~ N V N T )  
~ H I T E ( b 9 9 4 3 )  ( F L U H T E ( l ) , l = l , N V N T )  
F O R M A T  (6Ht%XNUX=7t l t1  a 8 1 
.AND HTHK .NE eNCOST2 1 RETURh 
ADEKZ 
TL=O 
50 ~ t L X U ( I T H R ~ I ) = D V B H ( I )  




X M A U G = X M A U G - ~ J E T ( I T t i ~ )  -PRTOT 
XM=XMIAD+XMAbG 
C A L L  A O E R l I  
CALL A L E R I  













A T I L T  L 1 F T I NG-fi 0 t? 0 T L I S T I NGS 
92 
' I  
''I i, A 1  ILT LIFTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
3 T * T PF B AT I L T 















C LFTOFF TILTOVH GRVTHN OPTCON 
C 
GO T O ( l r 2 t 3 ) ~ K S l  
P V 4= T T I L T  
CHIY=O* 
SCHI  Y=u e 
CCHIY=1 




i F  (NMAX.EBeO)NTHb€i=l 
IF ( TCi iFRZoGT*TTILT ) C A L L  APHTiJ ( 8 )  
TV4=TCHFWZ 
H t T U H N 
FW=T 
3 K 5 1 = 4  
I4 rRG4Z-2 
C A L L  HTMRK 
hkTURN 
4 CONTINUE 
i F ( L S U o E Q * O e O H , N u L T W * ~ Q * l ) G O  TO 4 
K L I F T = l  
CALL A O E K l  
CHLL AUEfi 
LALL APHTN(10) 
U t L X  (1 1 :w 
L J t L X  ( 2 )  =u 
A T I L T  LIkTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
94 
ATTHAC LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
' ' t  
i .I 
95 
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C O M M O N / A G E N ~ / D U M M ~ ( ~ ~ J ) , ~ X I T V D U M M ~ ( ~ I ~ )  
UIMENSION T T l ( 2 1 ~ , 4 ) ~ \ F I D T ( 2 1 ~ , 4 ) ~ T H R T ( 2 1 ( J ~ 4 ) ~ K ( 4 ) ~ A I J l t ( 5 t l 1 ~ ) ~  
lANOE(58r2) 
DATA(TT1 ( 1 ~ 1 ) ~ 1 = 1 ~  90)/ e 0 0 0 1  .125P e25UI 
b 375 0500s 0625, e750e . 875 v 
C 1. 000 e 2.000, 3 , 0 0 0 ~  4e000~ S e U O U ,  
iJ 6.000~ 7.000~ 8.000P 9.000, 1b.OUbr 
t 11.000v 12.000P 13.00OP 14.000~ 1Sr00U8 
F 16.000, 17e000~ 18,000~ 19.00Ut 2 U  * 0ou B 
G 21.000, 22.000~ 23.000~ 24 e 0 00 P 25.OOUP 
h 26.0001 27.000, 2t3.000, 2 9 . 0 0 U ~  3u 0 o o u  P 
i 31 0 1100 P 3200001 33.000~ 34.0001 3SrUOUc 
J 36.000, 37.000~ 38*000q 39.000, 40e000~ 
K 41.0001 42.000, 4;5e0000 44.0063~ 45oUOUe 
L 46.000~ 47.0001 4 i j  9 0 0 0 P 49o000e 5u @ u o u  e 
M 51 . 000 ? 5 2 . 0 0 0 ~  530000, 540000~ 55.0ou, 
lU 56.000~ 57.000 t 5 8 . 0 0 0 ~  5900000 6 U  O O U  v 
u blr000~ 62*0009 63,000~ 64 e 000 P 6 S o 0 0 U ~  
P 06 000  67.000, 68a000  6 9 r 0 0 0 ~  70 00i.J 
Q 71.000~ 72o000~ 73.0000 74.000, 75sU0U~ 
I< 76.000, 77.000, 713.000~ 79r00CI~ 0 U . O O L l P  
s 81.000@ 82*000/ 
UATA(T1-1 ( I t 1 ) ~ 1 =  91~148)/ a3.000~ 84.000~ 85.0OOS 
u 66.000~ 87o000~ aR.ooop 89.0OOc 9u . UOCI P 
C 91.000? 9 2 . 0 0 0 ~  93 e 000 v 94 0 0 00 P 9 s . 0 0 i ) r  
0 96.000~ 97.000, 90.000~ 9 9 . 0 0 0 ~  1OlJ.00~~ 
E 101.000? 102.0000 1 0 3 e 0 0 0 1  104. 0UU t 105oUouP 
F 106.000~ 107 0011 v 108.000~ 109. 000,  llU.00UP 
113.000~ 1 1 4 0 O O O  v llb.00UP G 111 . 000, 112.000? 
h 116.000p 11-70 000 v 1ia.ooop 1 1 9 e o u o  v 12u. 0oc)t 
I 121.000? 122.0001 123.000 v 124e000~ 125.lrou, 
1 3 ~  UOU P J 126 000 e 127 000 v 128*000v 
K 131.000~ 132 000 I 133.0001 134 000 I 133. 0 O U  P 
L 136 000 t 137.000 138.000t 138.875~ 139.00b/ 
UATA(THRT(I,1),1=1, 9 0 1 1  1528225.766, 1539220.812t 1 5 ~ 9 3 0 ~ * 7 6 0 ~  
A 1539772.234~ 1541362.031t 1544997.312~ 1545365,609, 1545~3b*b7L~ 
b 1545193*391# 1544920.266, 1544227r156, 1543524.266, 15427b0*50b~ 
C 1542060.437, 1541996.312, 1542540.156, 1543094*812~ 1543062.534~ 
U 1544129.781~ 1544623aOOOe 1545125.484, 1545430.781t 154574+*76b0 
t 1545945.750* 1546153.953, 1546367.812, 1546590o14P~ 1546t52LsU4/~ 
129.00L)t 
k 1547007.2a1~ 1~47249.~00~ 1547500.4060 1547760.141, i 5 + 8 0 2 0 . ~ 8 4 ~  
G i54~16.937, 1~+85q~.56-, 1 5 4 8 a ~ 9 a 3 ,  1549193.891, i 5 + 9 5 0 ~ 6 0 ~ ~  
h 1549813.719, 1550128r297, 1550451.672, 1550783,8129 1551124.687~ 
1 1551475.328, 1SS1835.06~~ 1552203.250, 1552579,766, 1 5 5 2 9 6 4 . 3 5 ~ ~  
3 1553365.312, 1553773.969t 1554185.141~ 1554603o031p 1535021*Zdl~ 
1555457r781, 1555894.516, 1556336.859, 1556784.516~ 15~7237.167~ 
L 1557627.875, 1558031r531, 1550440o2501 1558783.5621 15b9U9-/.25Ll~ 
VI 15594040125, 1559703o812, 156001t3.5b2~ 1560301.875~ l~b0565.06L~ 
I\, 1560791.391, 1561033.094t 1561364.562~ 1561685.141, 1~0205‘+*75U~ 
C, 1562629.891, 1503213o62S~ 1563839.500, 1564510.937~ 1bb51bYa75U~ 
P 15658240969p 150649‘+.125~ 1567181.766, 1567886.5001 1368030.062~ 
tr 1569332.391, 1570043.a75~ 1570770.891, 1571497.469, 15/2~2r.90ae 
I( 1572913.344, 1573612.562/ 
96 





A 15764510953, 1577156.812, 
tj 1579903.750~ 15d0525.172~ 
C 1582920.750~ 1583482.187, 
IJ 1585680.453~ 15U6191.547, 
t 1588290*781t 1568845r547, 
F 15909&0.750, 15Y1398.844, 
G 15932720531~ 15937970469, 
h 15962U6.203~ 15Y7094.187, 
1 1600604.312~ 16b1553.031~ 
J 1605795.000~ 16U7018.031~ 
K 1612221.625~ 1613630.4069 
A 10890.937~ 14521.250~ 
b 29042.500, 5 8 0 6 5 . 0 0 0 ~  
C 174249.000~ 203268o0001 
U 319407.000~ 348458.000~ 
E 4647350000~ 4Y3814eO00, 
F 610154.000~ 639244.000~ 
(J 755646.0001 784757.500, 
h 901231.500~ 930358.000~ 
I 104bY10.000~ 1076061.500, 
J 11927U4.000~ 12L1874o000, 
t( 1338619.000~ 1307820.500t 
L 14846720500, 1513896.000~ 
lq 16308420000~ 1660089.000, 
IL 1777099.000 I 18U6356.000 t 
0 1923565.000t 1952920.500, 
I' 2070413.500, 20998tJ5.000~ 
I;r 2217488.500~ 2246940.250~ 
H 2364761.000~ 239418SoOOO/ 
uATA(WUT ( 1 ~ 1 ) ~ 1 = 1 ~  9 0 ) /
IJATA(WbT' ( I i l ) r I =  91,148)/ 
A 2512007.000~ 25414940500~ 
H L?659529.000, 2669057o500r 
C 28072&5.500, 2856869e750~ 
U 2955274.000, 29&4891.500~ 
tl 31034580500~ 3153126.00Ut 
F 3251864.250, 32&1563.000t 
G 3400442.500~ 3430186o250~ 
t l  3549239.500~ 3579025.500, 
1 5698333.000* 3728204o000t 
J 38478240000t 3877765.000, 
K 3'397774.0001 4027b42o500t 
UATA(TT1 ( 1 ~ 2 ) ~ 1 = 1 ~  58)/
A . 375 P 0500 P 
b 1.0001 1.12 J V  
c 1.625, 1 0750 v 
0 2.2501 2.375, 
E 2.875, 3.000, 
t- 3.50nr 3.625, 
c, 4.125, 4.250, 
8 .0001  9.0001 
1 1s.ouo P 1 4 e 0 0 0 t  
J l t ) . O O O ?  19.000, 
h 20.250, 20.373, 20.5,  
UATA (THRT ( I  ~ 2 )  I I=lv S a ) /  


























































































I ' 116 
117 
A T T N A C  LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
t~ i 5 8 6 a 4 2 . 7 1 9 ~  1 5 6 6 7 2 3 . ~ 5 q ~  1 5 ~ 6 3 9 9 . 0 4 7 ,  
C 1585715.672, 1 5 b 5 4 9 7 . 3 9 1 ~  1 5 8 5 2 7 9 r 1 5 6 ~  
Li 1584626.5781 1584409.766, 15R4193.266, 
E l . 5 8 3 5 4 5 0 9 5 3 ~  1 5 d 3 3 3 0 . 8 7 5 ~  1 5 8 3 1 1 6 . 1 8 7 ~  
k 1 5 8 2 4 7 4 . 0 6 2 ~  1 5 8 2 2 6 0 o 7 1 9 ~  1582047.781, 
G 1581711.844, 1581855.715, 1 5 R 2 5 8 1 . 5 0 0 ~  
h 1 5 8 5 7 b 2 . 8 1 2 ~  1586883.234, 1588009.906t  
I 1 5 9 1 4 0 5 . 3 7 5 ~  1 5 Y 2 5 0 O r 9 0 6 ~  1593552.219, 
J i ~ 9 5 a 9 4 . 9 5 3 ~  1 ~ 2 4 2 8 . 0 3 i t  1547664,281t  
K 5349532.156, 5 8 5 9 9 8 r 0 0 8 r  375854.219, 
UATA(WDT ( 1 # 2 ) ~ 1 = 1 v  58)/ .000, 
H 9598.844, 12798,437, 1 5 9 9 8 , 0 3 1 ~  
t3 25596.8121 L 8 5 7 3 . 9 3 7 ~  3 1 5 5 1 r 0 6 2 ~  
C 4 0 4 8 2 r 4 3 7 ~  43459,562, 464360687,  
U SS3bA.062~  5 8 3 4 5 . 1 8 7 ~  61322.312, 
t 7 0 2 5 3 0 6 8 7 ?  73230,812, 76184.062, 
k 8 5 0 4 3 0 7 5 0 ,  679960937,  9 0 9 5 0 0 1 2 5 t  
6 9 9 8 0 9 * 6 0 7 *  1 0 2 7 6 2 . 8 7 5 ~  1 2 0 4 8 2 . 0 0 0 ~  
H 1 9 1 4 6 4 0 0 0 0 1  2 1 5 1 4 4 . 0 0 0 ~  2 3 8 8 5 3 e 0 0 0 t  
1 310039.500, 3 5 3 8 0 7 . 0 0 0 ~  357574.500, 
J 428897.7501 4 3 2 6 3 4 r 0 0 0 ,  47642706871  
K 4793330437,  4&0555.0001 481776.500, 
I J A T A ( A N I E ( I V ~ ) ~ I = ~ P  5 8 ) / 1.000, 
A . 3 5 2  v 227  P 043  1 
u .01R, 00171 0016 ,  
c 0 0 1 4 ,  e 0 1 3 ~  0 0 1 3 ,  
iJ * 0 1 0 ,  1010, 0 0 0 9 ~  
E 0 0 0 7 ,  0006,  a005, 
F 003  P .O02P .001r  
G . 000 * .OOO? . 0 0 0 1  
h .000*  . 000 v .ooo, 
I .ooo, .000, .000, 
J . 0 0 0 1  r O O U ?  r 0 0 0 ,  
K . 000*  .0001 . 0 0 0 1  
UATA(ANOE( I t2 ) ,1=1 ,  % I /  4.0001 
A 4 . 0 0 0 ~  4.000, 4.000, 
H 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 . 0 0 0 ~  4.000, 
2 4.0001 4 . 0 0 0 ~  4 0 0 0 0 1  
0 4 . 0 0 0 ~  4.000, 4.0001 
t 4.0001 4.000~ 4.000, 
k 4 . 0 0 0 ~  4 o 0 0 0 ~  40000, 
(i 4 . 0 0 0 ~  4oOOOt 4.000, 
H 4.000, 4 * 0 0 0 t  4.0001 
r 4.000* 4 o 0 0 0 ~  4.000, 
J 4.000, 4.0001 4.000, 
K 2.518, 1.557, 0959, e24, o 0 6 /  
UATA( T T l ( I t 3 ) v I = l ~  9 0 ) /  -0.000? 
k U . 3 7 5 ~  0 . 5 0 0 ~  0.625, 
u 1.000, 1.125, 1.250, 
c 1.625, 1 o75U P 1.975, 
b 2.2501 2.375r 2.500, 
t 2.875, 3 * 0 0 U *  4 r 0 0 0 ~  
F 7.000, t5.0011, 9 r 0 0 0 P  
G 1 2 . U O O P  13,000t 15.0001 
H 21 .000? 23,000, 25,0001 
I .51.000v 33.000~ 35.000, 
J Ltl.000P 4 3 . 0 0 0 ~  4 5 . 0 0 0 ~  
15861490422 ,  1 5 d 5 9 3 L . 1 2 5 ~  
1585061.234, 1 3 b 4 8 4 3 . 7 5 0 ~  
1583977.1561 1 5 0 3 7 6 1 . 3 7 S ~  
1582901.797, 1 5 & j 2 b 0 7 0 7 5 0 ~  
1 5 8 1 8 3 5 . 1 7 2 ~  l a d 1 6 2 ~ . 9 3 - / *  
1583557.250,  1 5 ~ 4 6 5 5 . 3 5 9 ~  
1 5 8 9 1 3 8 . 4 8 4 ~  1 5 9 0 2 8 U . 3 7 s ~  
1 5 9 4 5 1 4 0 9 5 3 r  1 S Y S 5 3 9 . 3 9 1 ~  
1537433 .1410  150890808448 
9 0 2 2 1 . 0 7 7 ~  55CibOo99J/ 
3 1 9 9 r 6 2 5 ,  63941 0251r P 
19197 6 2 5  v 2 2 3 9  I e 2 I Y  B
34528.187, 5 7 5 0 5 . 3 1 ~ ~  
4 9 4 1 3 . 8 1 2 ~  523YU.9370 
6 4 2 9 9 , 4 3 7 ~  ~ 1 7 2 7 ~ e 5 6 ~ 9  
791570312 ,  b 2 1 1 9 0 . 5 6 ~ ~  
93903.312, (968S0.50U~ 
144133eOOOp 1 0 7 7 8 ~ o 0 0 0 ~  
262562oOOO~ i b 6 3 0 ~ 1 q 7 5 U ~  
381368.0001 4115161e50U~ 
477212.812, 4 / 0 1 1 i . t 3 7 5 ~  
482998rOOUt 4 ~ 4 U 5 3 , 3 1 L /  




. 0 0 8 1  .007F 
oOO4, *004r 
0001, .OOUt 
.0ou, .00u1 . 000  , .oouv 
r O O 0 ,  . O O ( J r  
. 0 0 0 ?  .oouv 
.000?  9 oou/ 
4*OUU, Y.OULIi, 
4 . 0 0 0 ~  4.00LJr 
4rOU0, 4 * 0 0 u ,  
4rOOOv 4 0 0 O U t  
4 r 0 0 U 1  4 0 0 0 U t  
4.000, 4.00LJV 
4 . 0 0 0 ~  ri .00UI 
4.000, +.UOLL, 
4.000, L).DOCI, 
4 r 0 0 0 1  4.OOUP 
4.000, + m O O i J P  




2 . 6 2 s ~  
5.000~ 







ATTHAC LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
K 51.000~ 53.000, 
L 61.0001 63.000, 
k 71.000~ 73.0001 
I\( 81.0001 83.000~ 
0 91.0001 93*000t 
IJ 101.000 , 103o000 P 
u 111 .ooo P 113.000, 
bATA( TTl(Iv3)rI= 91#180)/ 
H 131 * 000 t 133o000~ 
tl 138.000 P 138.625~ 
c 139.125 P 139.250 t 
IJ 139 0750 P 139.875, 
t 140 375 P 1 4 1 o O O O ~  
f- 149 000 151.000, 
6 159.000, 161 000 P 
H 169 0 000 P 171*000 P 
I 179.0001 181.000~ 
J lk39.000t 191,0001 
K 199.000, 201.000, 
L 209.000 v 211.000, 
C! 219.000~ 221 . 000 , 
h 229.0001 231 000 P 
0 239.000, 241oOOO P 
P 2490 000 P 251.000 P 
Q 259.000 , 26L000 
ti 2b9 000 P 271 0 0 0 1  
H 121 . 000 , 123.000/ 
DATA( TTl(I~3)~1=181~218)/ 
A 279 000 t 281 000 t 
b 289eOOO t 2910000~ 
C 299.000 t 301oOOOt 
u 309.000~ 311.000~ 
t 31900OO P 321 000 P 
t- 329.000 , 331.000~ 
G 339 O U O  t 341.000~ 
DATA(THRT(IP~),I=~P 9 0 ) /  
A O . O U O P  0.000, 
b 0.000, 0,000, 
C 440420923, 51385.045~ 
L; 361113.289, 452220*441, 
t 762529.117~ 815232.109, 
F 1 13 1948 2 0 3 P 
G 1146490.203~ 1148216~000~ 
H 1160425.703, 11b2838.703~ 
I 1167481.703~ 1108170e797, 
J 1167873 203 v 11b8000 0 20 3 t 
K 11675660406, 1167383o500r 
L 1167307.797, 11b7297.203, 
D/I 1166618.703~ 1106928,297, 
l\i 1167354.594~ 11b7456o500~ 
1 122 70 7 70 3 t 
0 1167905.000, llbAU11.703, 
t-' 11684ki0,094~ 11b8609.797~ 
0 1168623.703, 11b9627.90b~ 
K 1168637r094, 11b8642.203/ 
A 1168660.094t 1168665o90b~ 
tr 1168674.000~ 1168635.000t 
UATA(THRT(II~)PI= 91~180)/ 
























263 000 P 
273,000, 
283.000~ 
293 000 P 
303.000 P 
313.000~ 
323 000 P 
333.000, 




























117. 000 t 
127.000, 
136 e 000 P 














255 000 , 







335. 000 v 






















8 Y  . u o u  P 
99 .C IOUV 
























ATTHAC LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
C 933742.383, 933791.1560 
Li 933752.406, 933754,523s 
k 933733.742, 9d3726.9380 
F 933503.906, 953531.172, 
6 933620.477, 933639.383, 
h 933733.594, 953752.867~ 
I 933a22.867~ 933808.859, 
J 933731.094~ 953709.938, 
K 933627.422r 9.53608.641~ 
L 933b29.180~ 933644.313, 
W 933704.359, 933718.289~ 
lu 933769r117~ 953754.705, 
U 933700.820~ 953696.719, 
P 933643.727~ 933629.8448 
W 933574.344~ 933555.430~ 
H 933469.328~ 933450e531/ 
A 933378.289, 933360,5479 
b 933279.297, 953226.891~ 
C 931308.156, 931264,273, 
U 931119.047~ 931083,148~ 
E. 930907.453~ 930858.094, 
F 930412.438, 950205.844r 
6 929365.000, 929150r461~ 
UATA(THRT(Iv3) 11=181,218)/ 
UATA( WDT(It3),1=1, 9O)/ 
A 0.111, 0.148, 
b 0.297, 89 828 Q 
c 447 . 953 ? 537,484~ 
U 895 609 P 985.141, 
c; 1343 e266 v 1432 797 v 
F 10901)*159t 13542.000~ 
G 24078.000~ 26762.000, 
H 48496.719~ 53955.000~ 
I 75908,162, tr1408e297~ 
J 103413.2001 1U8912e800~ 
K 13U898.620, 136392.500~ 
ba 185819.420~ 1Y1308.500, 
h 2132~9.660~ 218760.500t 
U 240728.960~ 246221r500~ 
t' 268197*803t 273692,398, 
G 295672.500, 3U1167r301r 
H 323144.180, 3286380301/ 
14 351)612r7381 356106,301~ 
b 369839r0001 371265.22d~ 
C 372406.238, 3f2691.488~ 
L 158366.381, 1 6 3 ~ 5 ~ . 3 0 1 ~  
UATA( WDT(I,3)rI= 91~1RO)4 
3 7 3 ~ 3 2 . ~ 8 ~  3i~ii7.738~ 
G 416372.762, 420758.4a0, 
t 375258.730~ 376684.961, 
I- 394445.199~ 3YA830.602~ 
M 4383Ulr480~ 442687.441, 
I 460231.379~ 4b461?*340, 
J 482259.820, 4b6545.059~ 
k 504084*781, 5UR46Y.340~ 
i 526006.953~ 530391,430, 



























1074 e 672 P 




















































































~ f 506 - 309 
310 


















i 1  
< ,  
ATTHAC LIFTING-ROBOT 
I\ 569852 e773 v 574237 , 477 v 
c) 591775.297, 5 9 6 1 5 9 . 5 0 8 ~  
P 613695.273,  618078,977,  
h 635612.797, 6 5 9 9 9 6 r 0 0 8 ~  
K 657527.57ar  661910.141/  
L A T A (  ~ D T ( I v 3 ) r I = l B 1 ~ 2 1 ~ ) /  
A 6 7 9 4 3 9 . 2 0 3 ~  663821.203, 
u 701348.0001 705729.203, 
C 723249.547, 7L7625.8529 
U 7 4 5 1 2 6 ~ 2 8 1 f i  7 4 9 5 O O e 6 4 1 ~  
767004.078v 7 7 1 3 8 1 . 8 4 4 ~  
F 7 0 8 8 9 2 . 6 4 1 ~  7 9 3 2 6 8 e 9 2 2 ~  
G 81U7661602,  8 1 5 1 3 8 * 3 9 6 ~  
D A T A (  T T l ( I ~ 4 ) , 1 = 1 ,  82)/ 
A 0.375, 00501)~ 
t3 1.000P 1 , 1 2 5 ~  
C 1 . 6 2 5 ~  1 e750 e 
ci 3 0 1 2 5 ,  4 , 1 2 5 ~  
t 8.125, 9 . 1 2 5 ~  
I- 1 3 . 1 2 5 ~  1 4  o 1 2 5  I 
2 1 . 1 2 5 ~  2 3 . 1 2 5 ~  
h 3 1  1 2 5  33.125, 
1 4 1  125 * 4 3 * 1 2 S t  
J 5 1 . 1 2 5 ~  5 3  125 P 
k b l  125 v 63.125, 
L 71.125, 7 3  1 2 5  i 
M 8 1 * 1 2 5 *  8 3 * 1 2 5 *  
Fv 89.000, 89 125 v 
0 139 623 89,750, 
P YO 250 v 90 3 7 5 ~  
U A T A ( T H R T ( I P ~ ) , I = ~ P  82)/ 
A 928425.094,  9 2 8 1 0 3 , 7 9 7 ~  
U 9 2 0 7 3 0 . 5 0 0 ~  8 & 7 4 7 5 . 8 5 9 ~  
C 7 0 9 9 0 7 . 5 3 9 ~  7 / 5 2 0 2 * 6 0 9 ~  
L, 733325.906, 7 3 3 2 0 1 r 7 5 8 ,  
t 732692.211,  7 3 2 5 5 7 . 1 4 H ~  
iL 732009.844,  731874.063,  
6 73UU31.578, 7 3 0 5 7 4 c 2 0 . j ~  
H 729542.781,  7L9292.146,  
I 728251.039,  7L7485.609t  
J 726934.953,  7 L 6 6 7 3 . 9 7 7 ~  
k 725580 .YO6~ 725309.359,  
L 7 2 4 1 5 3 , 7 9 7 ~  7d3856.65 , *  
i v l  722546.750, 7 ~ 2 1 7 2 . 8 1 5 ,  
h 700193.977,  75749.873, 
0 0 . 0 0 0 1  0.006P 
c. 0 . 0 0 0 ~  0 .00c I~  
LATA( W U T ( I * 4 ) , 1 = 1 ,  82)/ 
A 721.148, 9 6 1  523 P 
i3 1923  e 063 t 2163  445 P 
C 3124 953  I 3365  rn 32& v 
u 6009.4530 7932.453 v 
ti 14742.938, 16445.555, 
F 23250.117, L4951.258,  
b 3b844.0781 40239.594~ 
h 53808.164f i  57197,751)~ 
1 7 0 7 4 2 . 3 8 3 ~  74125 .89 t )~  
1 0 1  
LISTINGS 




6 6 6 2 9 2 r 7 0 3 ~  
710110.398,  
7 3 2 0 0 1 e 7 0 3 ~  
7 5 3 8 7 S e 0 0 0 ~  
7 7 5 7 5 9 . 6 0 2 ~  
7 9 7 6 4 5 . 2 0 3 ~  
8 1 7 3 2 4 . 2 9 7 ~  
- 0 . 0 0 0 ~  
0e625,  
1.250, 
1 . 8 7 5 ~  
5~125, 
80 o 125r 
1 5 0 1 2 5 t  
2 5 r 1 2 5 ~  
3 5 . 1 2 5 ~  
45.125, 







9 2 8 8 4 1 r 5 3 9 ~  
927713.313, 
H 5 0 1 2 3 r 0 9 1 ~  
7 5 8 0 3 9 0 8 6 7 t  
7 3 3 0 7 6 . 5 3 9 ~  
732428.R281 
731713rR20,  
7 3 0 3 1 1 . 1 3 3 ~  
729032.477,  
727728.977,  
7 2 6 4 0 9 r 1 0 0 1  
7 2 5 0 2 2 r 0 5 2 ~  
7 2 3 5 4 4 . 4 0 6 ~  
7 2 1 7 8 0 a 2 8 1 t  
3 9 2 4 6 . 1 3 0 ~  
0 . 0 0 0 ~  
0 0 0 0 0 v  
o * o u o v  
1 2 0 1  * 9 1 4 ~  
3605.703 P 
9 6 3 5 , 0 7 8 ~  
18146.695,  
26650.719, 
4 3 6 3 3 . 5 9 4 ~  
60585.8138 
7 7 5 0 7  9 3 8  Q 
~ a 2 0 3 . 2 0 3 ~  
2403.a28r  
5 8 3 0 0 6 . 6 0 9 ~  
604927,594,  
6 2 6 8 4 6 . 1 0 9 ~  
6 4 8 7 6 2 * 0 4 7 r  
6 7 0 6 7 4 r 9 0 6 ~  
6 9 2 5 8 4 , 8 9 1 ~  
7 1 4 4 9 0 o 7 9 7 ~  
736376.656,  
7 5 8 2 5 1 . 0 7 8 ~  
7 8 0 1 3 7 ~ 5 7 0 8  









2 7 e l . 2 5 ~  
37.125, 
47 a 1 2 5  v 
57,125, 
67.125, 
7 7  e 1 2 5  t 
87.125, 
89.375, 
90o000 ,  
90.625/ 
g2n795.32av  





7 3 1 4 0 9 . 1 1 7 ~  
7 3 0 0 5 4 e 7 9 7 t  
728778.758,  
727465.646,  




o * o o u ,  
0.000, 
u.ooo/ 









3 a 4 6 . 0 7 6 ~  
J 
342 














,L?O. ‘ -7 I ’  4 
LIFTING-RObOT LISTINGS 
102 
J AWDEV LIFTING-HOBOT LISTINGS 

































L lFT I l \G-HOBOT LISTINGS 
i o  , ,  , 















































Y 7  
48 








L I F T I h G - R O B O T  L I S T I N G S  
c 
IF(KUd(l6)oEQ*O)bO TO 4 
IF ( N M A X  .EO+ 1 HNUo I C O U I U T o G T  0 )  GO 
I F ( J U M P O E Q O 1 ) G O  10 1 0 1  
uo 1LI0 I = l , N O S S  
XLAMHX (1 P I) =YL (7 I I) 
1 If U XL AMt j  ( 16 P I 1 = Y  L ( 7 I I 1 
1 0 1  C O N T I I N €  
T O  21 
bU T U  23 
w ~ E H O = W Z E H O + D E L N L  
C A L L  A F O R U N  
uo 1 I = l t B  
57 ‘ I  E 
bo 
6 1  
v 2  





bADLX L I F T  I N G - R O t j O T  L I S T I N G S  
L 
1 0 9  ‘ I  i 
7 
I 
' - 1  BAULX LIFTlNG-RObOT LISTINGS 
114 
' 115 1 Llb 
117 










' I 58 
I 59 
bo 
b l  













t L J 3  
p:' .::::: j 1 u 1 
..... 
UAKkN LII-TING-ROBOT L IST INGS 
1 YL (Jc I )=YL INT ( J I  1)  
00 2 I = l r l O  
00 2 J=lvI 
2 WISS(ItJ)=Om 
K=NOSS+NCNRS 
00 7 I= l rNOPAR 
00 7 J = l v K  
7 Y L B T ( I t J ) = O *  
C 
C STOP TRIGGER 
N d T R G l Z l  
TWVl=TEND-TB 
L 
C * 2 *  THRUST EVENT TRIbGER (BTHREV) 
11 UT R ti 2 =2 
TUV2=O 
C 




C*4* SAVE IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS (F3SAVEG) 
i v t j  TH 6 4  = 1 
TL3V4=0 
113 




114 4 ~KITE(bt9310) 
115 9310 F O R M A ~ ( / / l X ~ 2 4 H I N T ~ G R A V I O N  LHROH.UUMPED) 1 116 STOP 
117 tNO 
y:,l ,”, 
<...:.. t: . :::i K.:.:.:. . .{ 
j.:..:.: :. c  .  
9.. .:. 
k2 _...._. 
‘ 1  
i- i 
114 












3 0 1  
'-1 30 
1 0 1  
lu2 
LU3 
t u 4  




BUR1 1 LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
117 
U D K l  I L It. T I N G - R O U O T  L I S T I N G S  
,. 114 
1 115 
C A L L  A C N T H O  
I F  ( J T t i K ( 1 T H H )  * E Q * O ) G O  TO 4 
M M M = l A t j S  ( J T H H  ( I T H R  1 1 
A C T = T - T B L T M ( M M M )  
C A L L  A T T H A C ( A C T , ~ T H A C , X M ~ R A C , M M M M , ~ . , ~ . , O . )  
T H H = A N L ( l ) * F T K A C  
N O  NtEL) F O H  kMDOT 
C O N T I N U E  
T H M F A G = G L I M ( I T H R ) * X M  
THHOT=1 
~ F ( T H H O G T . U . ) T H H ~ T = T H M F A ~ / T ~ ~ ~  
THROK=THKOT 
I ~ ( T H K O T . G T * l . ) T H H U T = 1 .  
A C C = T I ~ K * T H H O T /  ( X m X M  1 
I F  (KWTA.EQ.3)GO 10 5 
X A C =SC H I F’ 
Y A C = C C h  I P  
LAC=CI 
b O  T O  t, 
X A C = S C H I P * C C h I Y  
Y A C = C C H I P * C C H I Y  
L A C = S C H I Y  
IF ( I O t ? K . E Q , O ) H E T U R h  
5 ub = W -2 * A 2 2 W + Y * A 3 2 W 
S U = U - X * A 3 2 h + Z * A 1 2 r J  
S V = V - Y * A ~ ~ W + X * A ~ L W  
v H 2 = S d * S W + S U * S U + ~ V * s V  
VH=SWHT ( V R 2  1 
U 5 W = S d / V R  
UCJU=SU/VH 
U S V = S V / V H  
C A L L  PHt363 
GISOV2=. S*HtI0*5 ( I I H H  1 / X M  
Q 5 O V = O ~ O V 2 * V H  
XMACH=VR/SPDS 
dS=QSOV*VR 
C A L L  CACEIJ ( X V A C H  r d  1 
k A M = E X l T / X M  
u P L U S C = B C F + C C F  
T F 0 f? = T t i R  * T ki H 0 T / X 1v1-U 5 * UPL US C -E X M * P A M 
VGSH=OSOV*RCF 
AC; C T F OR / XM 
COSA=XAC*USW+YAC*USU+LAC*USV 
d C A M A = t i C F * C O S A - A L F  
110 
1 7 1  
! 172  
C 
B D K 1 I  LIF TING-ROBOT L ISTIbiGS 
~UCA~A=URn~*COSA-DAUM 
UUPC=DUDM+DCDM 
ut-IDVH AND DHOH HAVE SIGNS HE.VF.KSEU 
~ H D V H l = ( 2 . * R P L U S C + X M A C H * ~ ~ P ~ ) * Q S O J 2  
~ J H D V H ~ = ( A C F - X M A C ~ * U O C A M A ) * Q S O V ~  
~ U H D t i l = E X M * D P U H + W S * ( ~ P L U S C * ~ ~ ~ D f f - X M A C H * D ~ P C * C ~ S ~ R )  




U V R ( ~ ) = S U * A ~ ~ W - S ~ * A ~ ~ W  
I J C R ( ~ ) = Z A C * A ~ ~ W - Y A C * A ~ ~ ~  
DCH(S)=XAC*A32W-LAC*Al2W 
U C H ( 6 ) = Y A C * A 1 2 W - x A C * ~ ~ 2 ~  
IF(NUTHG~OGTOO)T~OH=-OS*UPLUSC-EXM*PAM 







i .- 1 
“- ‘I 
LIFT IkG-ROROT LISTINGS 
120 

















































4 9  














UDH 1 L IF T I N G - R O b O T  L I S T I N G S  
122 
























2 1  
22  

















'4 u '+ 1 
42 
Q 3 
!i  4 
'4 5 
4 6  
47 
q t i  
4 9 
130 
5 1  
32 








5 9  
00 
01 
0 3  
b4 
b S  
t) 6 
























- -  r,s TPFB.OOPTHL 
'UH 001d-05/17-11:51 t r  
L 1 F T I NG-CIOROI L I S T I NGS 
128 
'i i 
1 t jOPTOL i L I F T 1 NG-R O t j O T  L I S 7' I 1\1 G S 
129 










G 9  
7 0  









J 4  
b5 









UOPibL LZkBING-ROUOB L I S T I N G S  
131 
3 
UOPTbL L I k f  I h 6 - R O b O T  L I S T I N G S  
P 32 
UOP'I bL L I F T I N G - R O b O T  LISTINGS 
133 
1 '  USAVEG 
J 

























L 4  




























5 3  
5 4  
55 
36 






























- - * I  LJ6 
‘ ‘ I  153 
157 
P 37 





L I F T  IIuG-t<UBOl L I S T  TNGS 
138 
1 
1 UTC5T 1 i b T i Nb-ROtjOT L I S T  INGS 
139 
tl T HH E V I J  
Q 
r y  r , s  TPFLBTHHEV 
I j -'OH 0018-05/17-11:51 
LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
140 
UTHHtV 
> T*TPFB UTHREV 



























































1 0 1  
C*** 
C 
c *  
1 
141 






1 j tu5  
C 



































































'1 3 C A C N  LIFTI~IG-HO[?OT L ISTXNGS 
146 
CACh 








































































t i  6 
0 7 
4 8  
4 9  
50 
5 1  





LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
149 
f *  < I  
p:? \
.... ...... ..... ..... .... . 6:::...:.. <. -:..:. 
' 1  c 
UEKIMP L I C T I N G - R O t i O T  LISTINGS 
I J V A R ( ~ ) = G Y - F A A * S U / V R X M  
D V A R ( 3 ) = G Z - F A A * S V / V R X M  
O V A R  ( 4  1 =w 
UVAR ( 5  1 =U 
U V A H  ( 6 ) = V  
HETUHN 





URJUMP LIFTING-ROUOT LISTINGS 
152 



























LII-TING-ROBOT L IST INGS 








GETAid l J  
I 
6. .... 
i : 1  L j .... 
LIFTING-HOROT LISTINGS 
155 
i GET A M  LIkTING-kObOT LISTINGS 
156 
I 
3 GETLAM 1 
i 




GETLAM L I t- T I NG-ROBOT L I S T  I iqGS 
< T  I 
1 jT*TPF!b.b€TLAM 
SljHHOUTINE GETLAM(TAUD,X,XMUE, T A U G ~ A L P H P S ~ P S I P R Z P S I G L  j l  













































t i  
, I  
I 158 
i 
6 ET L AM 
.LtO.  1 '  
LIFTIM-RObOT LISTINGS 
159 
GETS LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
160 
L * ?  
1 ,  i GETS LIFTIhG-ROBOT LISTINGS 
~T*TPF%.GETS 
1 SUBROUTINE GETS(ALPHtPSItS1 
i 2  DOUBLE PRECISION A I U ~ A P I C O I C ~ ~ C ~ , C ~ ~ C ~ I C ~ ~ A L P H , P S I I ~ ~ I ~ I S ( ~ )  




7 1F(DAtlS(A)oLToU )GO TO 120 
L) AP=A 
9 110 F i = M + l  
10 A=A/4 e 0 0  
11 IF(DABS(A1oGToU )GO TO 110 
12 120 C ~ = ( U + ( U + ( U + ( U + ( U + ( U + ( U + A / ~ ~ ~ ~ D O ) * A / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ) * A / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U ) * A / ~ S ~ O ~ O )  
13 1 * A / ~ ~ O ~ D O ) * A / ~ ~ ~ D O ) * A / ~ ~ ~ C . J O ~ / ~ ~ O ~ D O  
14 C ~ ~ ~ U + ~ U + ~ U + ~ U + ~ U + ~ U + ~ U + U / ~ ~ ~ . D O ~ * A / ~ ~ O ~ D O ~ * A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ / ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~  





21 130 Cl=Cl*CO 
23 W=M-l 
24 IF(M,GToO)GO TO 130 
25 C2=(CO-U)/AP 
26 CJ=(Cl-U)/AP 




29 140 S ( l ) = C l r  







@... . :a ....., .... , ... .. $:?:.>:. L j  .... 
161 
GROUNU LIFTING-HOROT LISTINGS 
162 
'"I GHOCIIW L I F T I N G - R O O O T  LISTINGS 
-9 JT  *TPF B GHOUlvD 
i 1  WHROUTINE GROUNU 
j 2  CALL A P H T N  (4 1 
I. 3 C A L L  HTMRK 
4 f i E T U R N  
1 1  5 t N D  
163 
lMPPT 




- 1  
i 
i' 






7 1  
72 i” p 
. *,.E 73 
7 4  
7 5 





( 111 I 112 
’i i 113 







1 i 9  


















IMPPT LICTING-RObOT LISTINGS 
167 
MATINV 1 ;  LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
i 
i MATIivV LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
JT*TPF$oMATINV 
1 SUBROUTINE MATINV(ArN)  
2 C WATHIX INVERSION 
3 UIMENSlON I P I V O T ( 9 ) r A ( 9 r S ) , I N D E X ( 9 r 2 ) , P I V O T ( 9 )  
4 LOUIVALENCE (1ROk~rJRObu) r  (ICOLUMrJCOLUM), ( A M A X ,  T r  SWAP) 
5 c 
6 C I h I T I A L I Z A T I O N  
7 C 
B IJO 2 0  J = l r N  
9 20 i P I V O T ( J ) = O  
10 3 0  DO 5 5 0  I = l r N  
C 
C SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT 
C 






2 1  
-7 22 
i 23 















4 0  




c j  
4 6  
48 
f 1 47 
li 49 
50 
! 5 1  




56 < i  
40  A M A X = O o U  
45  UO 1 0 5  J = l , N  
50 I F  ( I P I V O T ( J ) - l )  6 0 r  105, 6 0  
60 UO 1 0 0  K = l t N  
70 IF ( I P I V O T ( K ) - l )  80, 100,  730 
8 0  i F (  A t 3 5 ( A M A X ) -  A b S ( A ( d , K ) ) )  8 5 r 1 0 0 r 1 0 0  
8 5  IKOw=J 
90 ICOLUMZK 
95 A M A X = A ( J t K )  
1 0 0  CONTINUE 
1 0 5  CONTINUE 
110  i P I V O T ( I C O L U M ) = I P I V O T ( I C O L U M ) + 1  
C 
C IhTEHCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 
C 
1 3 0  I F  (IROW-ICOLUM) 100, 260, 1 4 0  
1 6 0  5WAP=A(IROWrL) 
170 k ( I H O d r L ) = A ( I C O L U M , L )  
200 A(ICOLUMtL)=SWAP 
260 I N D E X ( I v l ) = I H O W  
270 l N D E X ( I r 2 ) = I C O L U P i  
310 ~lVOT(I)=A(ICOLUM~lCOLUM) 
140  00 200 L = l r N  
C 
C U l V I O E  PIVOT HOk BY PIVOT ELEMENT 
C 
330 A( ICOLUMt ICOLUM)= leO 
340 ui) 350 i = i , r i  
3 5 0  U(ICOLUMrL)=A(ICULUM~L)/PIVOT(I) 
C 
C HtOUCE NON-PIVOT ROhS 
C 
380 LO 550 L l = l r h  
3 9 0  I I - ( L l - I C O L U M )  YOUP 5 5 0 ,  400 
400  T=A(L l , ICOLUM) 
‘b20 A ( L l r I C O L U M ) = U r O  
430 DO 450 L = l v N  
450  H ( L l r L ) = A ( L l r L ) - ~ ( I C ~ L U M r L ) * T  
5 5 0  CONTINUE 
C 
C Il\rTEHCHANGE COLUMNS 
C 
6 0 0  UO 71U I = l r N  
F4G 2 
F4U 2 
F 4 0 2  
F4112 
F402 
F 4 0 2  
F 4 0  2 
F 4 0 2  
f4u1 
F402 
F 4 u 2  
f4c12 
F 4 u 2  
F 4 0 2  
F4U2 











F 4 b 2  
F4112 
F4U2 
F 4 0 2  
F 4 d 2  
F4u2  















b 4  p? 65 
M A T l l v V  LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
610 L=N+l-I 
620 IF (INUEX(LIl)-INDEX(L,Z)) 630, 710, 630 
630 JHOW=INDEX(L,l) 
040 JCOLUM=INDEX(Lt2) 










F 4 0 2  
F 4 0 2  
F 4 0 2  
F 4 d 2  
F 4 0 2  
F4U2 
F 4 0 2  
F 4 0 2  
F402 
170 
r v S TPFB v PHA63 103 i s  ’UR 001&-05/17-11:51 
LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
171 
I ?  
i P H A b j  
' 13T*TPFBmPRA63 
LII-TING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
SUURO IT INE PR 63(PRtERROK) 1 x 4 0  
DIMENSION P R ( 1 5 ) t P U ( 1 4 ) t Z I ( S ) , P K ( 6 t 5 ) r R H O K ( 6 t 3 ) t T K ( 6 t 5 ) t V T K ( 6 t 3 ) r  1 x 4 0  
l Z U ( 1 4 ) t T M R ( 1 4 ) t L M B ( 1 4 )  
KkAL LMB 
C EhTEH WITH PR(l)=CURHENT ALTITUDE 1 x 4 0  
C CALCULATED TABLE AT KETUHN 1 x 4 0  
C PR ( 1) =ClJHHtNT ALTITUUE Z 1 x 4 0  
C PH(2)=PRESSURE PRES I X40 
C PH(b)=DENSITY DENS 1 x 4 0  
C PR(Y)=SPEEG OF SOUND SPDSO 1 x 4 0 1  
1 L = P R ( l )  1 x 4 0 1  
1 0  EHROH=lm 1 x 4 0 1  
GO T O  500 1 x 4 0 1  
20 N = l  1 x 4 0 1  
I F (  2 - 8 3 0 0 4 * )  4 U t 3 0 t 3 0  1 x r 0 1  
4 0  I F (  2 -ZI(N))40t50t50 1 x 4 0 1  
W TO 40 1x401 
LS =22*z 1x401 
I F (  L -700000m) 1 5 t l S t l O  IX401 
1 5  l F ( Z * L E m O * ) Z = O *  
50 I\l=N+l 1x401 
60  L2 =Z*Z 1x401 
L4 =22*z2 1x401 
z5 =22*z3 1 x 4 0 1  
30 I F ( Z - W O O O ~ )  3 o a t 7 0 t 7 0  1x401 
80 N=IU+l 1x401 
60 TO 7 0  1x401 
a5 tu=N-i I X 4 0 l  
GO TO 400 I X 4 0 I  
C * * * * *  K I N E T l C  TEMPERATUHE FOR ( 0  T O  83004) IX40L 
T t M P K = T K ( l r N ) + T K ( 2 t N ) * Z + T K ( 3 r N ) * Z 2  + T K ( 4 r N ) * Z 3  + T K ( 5 r i \ ) * z 4  + T K ( I X 4 0 (  
1X40( 
I X 4 0 (  
I X 4 0 i  
4 t l u ) * 2 S + P K ( 5  I X r O (  
I X 4 0 (  
I X 4 0 (  
*LL +dHOK ( 4 ~ 1 x 4 0 1  
1x401 
I X + O (  
I X 4 0 (  




+ P K ( Y ~ ~ ) * L ~ + I X ~ O I  
1 x 4 0 1  




60 TO 1 0 0  1x401 
7 0  I F ( Z - L U ( N ) ) B S r 4 0 U r B O  I X 4 0 i  
1 0 0  I F ~ Z ~ L E . ~ 1 2 O O O ~ ) G O  T O  1 2 0  
i 6 t N )  *Z5 
I F ( Z - 2 8 0 0 0 * )  1 2 0 t 1 4 0 t 1 4 0  
C * * * * *  PRESSURE FOR ( 0  TO 28OOu) 
120 PHESZ 10*0000000*EXP(PK(~tN)+PK(2tN)*Z+PK(3tN)*Z2+PK 
1 PIG) *Zq+PK ( 6 t h )  *Zb 1 
C * * * * *  L)ENSITY FOR (0 T O  28000) 
UENS=(l.l6790729)*ErXP(RHOK(ltN)+RHOK(2tN)*Z+RHOK(3tlu 
lI~)*ZJ+KHOK(StN)*LY+~HOK(~tN)*Z5) 
i F ( Z - 1 2 0 0 0 . )  1 3 0 t 1 3 0 r 1 6 0  
C * * * * *  VIRTUAL TtMPERAIUHE FOR ( 0  TO 1 2 0 0 0 )  
1 3 0  T t M P V = ( V T K ( l r N ) + V T K ( 2 r N ) * Z + V T K o * Z + T K 3 t N * 2  + V T K ( @ r N ) * Z a  
1 + V T K ( 6 t N ) * Z 5 )  
GO TO 170 
C * * * * *  PRESSURE FOR (26000 TO 8 3 0 0 4 )  
140 PKES=mUOO980665* E ~ P ( P K ( l , ~ ) + P K ( 2 t h ) * Z + P K ( 3 , N ) * Z Z  
1 P K ( 5 t N ) * Z 4  + P k ( b t N ) * Z 5 )  
C * * * * *  DENSITY FOR (20000 TO 9 0 0 0 0 )  
150 O E N S = 3 4 * R 3 6 7 6 * ( P K E S / ~ ~ M P K )  
C * * * * *  SPEEO OF SOUND ( 0  TO 9 0 0 0 0 )  
C***CALCULATIONS C O M P L t T t  t RE1 URN TO MAIN PROGRAM 
1 6 0  TtMPV=TEMPK 
1 7 0  S P D S O = 2 0 * 0 4 6 a * S O K T ( T ~ ~ l P V )  
1 7 2  
1x401 
PRAb3 LIF TING-ROt jOT LISTINGS 
W T O  500 I X4C 
300 TkMPK=180065 1x4c 
C***** PRESSURE FOR (83004 TO YOOc10) 1x40 
PRES=PBASE*EXP((- lo37~301523E12*(  Z -83004o))/(180065*(6344~60*+~ 1x40 
1) *(b344860o+830U40))) 1x40 
60 TO 150 1x40 
C***** MOLECULAR TEMPEI~ATUR~ FOR (90000 TO 700000) 1x40 









' I  
tl 
PHA63 LIFTING-HObOT LISTINGS 
174 
PRR63 -1 j 
i 
f I i






i PRHa3 LIkTING-ROBOT L I S T I k G S  
57 
58 
b O  
' 59 
7 4 
' 1  
i 
177 
L IFT ING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
3 114 












‘ I =  
1 
SPL 1 NE LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
179 












SPLlNk LIFT ING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
181 
'1 J SYSOEH 
i 
! 
' 1  3 
LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
SY SbtH LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
17. 1 
r b  
183 
'> J TARGET I 




? " 1  
1% * I  TARGET LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
i 3 I * T P F $ .  TARGET 
DESOLV LIFTING-HOROT LISTINGS 
186 
















































SUUROUTINE DESOLV ( M X E Q ~ ~ A C T ~ D R ~ ~ D R ~ ~ E N D S ~ N P ~ K E R R P H ~ ~ M ~  HbKr i j LK t  DSLV 
DSLV * * * * * * * DSLV 
UkSOLV INTEGRATIbN PACKAGE PROGRAMMED BY JOAN SHEEHAILr * DSLV 
NOVEMBER 1966, UNDER SUPPORT WORK ORDER WITH MSFCP HUNTbVILLE, * DSLV 








x .  
WHERE MXEQ = 
NACT = 
O R 1  = 







I T Y P  = 
* DSLV 
* * * * * DSLV 
DSLV 
ITYPr  LLr E U P ~ E L O ~ D T M X ~ D T M N ~ Y L O I  USLV 
NOTHG r USLV 
NTR1r R T l r  V A R l v  ZV1v NTREr RT2r  V A R L r  L V 2 v  DSLV 
NTH3, RT3r  V A R 3 r  ZV3r  NTR4v HT4r  V A R 4 t  ZV4 t  DSLV 
NTRSv RT5r  V A R 5 r  ZV5v NTR6v RT6v LHRbr ZVbr DSLV 
NTR7t RT7r  V A R 7 r  ZV7r  NTR8t HTHr V A R o t  L V d r  OSLV 
NTR9r RT9r  V A R 9 r  ZV9r  N T R 1 0 r R T l O r V A H l U r Z V l ~ r  D5LV 
N T H 1 1 ~ R T l l r V A R l l r Z V 1 1  1 DSLV 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF POSSIRLE F IRST ORUIR DIFFEg- DSLV 
ElvTIAL LQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED OSLV 
ACTUAL iWMWER OF DIFFERENTIAL EWUATIO~JS TO SOLVEDSLV 
ENTRY POINT TO ROUTINE THAT CARRIES OUT TWt OSLV 
PORTION OF THE DERIVATIVE EVALIJATION i I U V G L V I I \ ; G  OSLV 
THE INDEPEhOENT VARIABLE O k L Y  DCJLV 
DR1 IS OPTIONAL. PUT A ZERO I F  NOT L)EblHtlU* DSLV 
EhTRY POINT TO THE tiOUTINE THAT CAKdIkS  GU’T THL DSLV 
REMAINIhG CALCULATIONS NECESSARY T u  COMPUTr A L L  USLV 
NACT DEKIVATIVES AND STONES THEV IN HUK DSLV 
ENTRY POINT TO HOUTINE ENTERED AT THE t N L  OF A U ~ L V  
FULL INTEGRATION STkP - OPTIONAL. USLV 
PUT A ZERO I F  1\10 ENU-OF-STEP ROlJTAi\rE 15 LEbIREt-,* D ~ L V  
O h €  OF THE FOLLOWING CODE NUMBERS i r tP t rUUINu Oh OSLV 
THE OPTIONS DESIHEP DSLV 
........................... DSLV 
VALUtS O F  Nf’ / D R l  / ENDS / D5LV 
........................... D5LV 
1 / NO / YES / OSLV 
2 / YES / YES / DSLV 
S / N O / N O  / DSLV 
6 / YES / NO / OSLV 
........................... DSLV 
DSLV 
ERROR INDICATOR. NORMAL RETURN WHLh KLKK=U DSLV 
ERROR RETURN WHSN K E R K = l  DSLV 
NCIMlNAL STEP S I Z E  DSLV 
THE. F IR ,T wORD O F  A RLOCK OF STOHAGE w i T H  t i d K ( i 1  DSLV 
STARTING I &  AN EVEN LOCATION AND - DSLV 
HBK(J.1 = CURRENT STEP S I Z E  DSLV 
HBK(2 )  = NOT USED OSLV 
HbK ( 3 1 = I I\iOEPE.NUENT VARIABLE I N  b i  NGLL D ~ L V  
PkECISION (MUST RE PRESET) b5LV 
H b K ( 4 )  = NOT USED D X V  
HWK(5) T O  tWK(MXE(Jt4) = DEPENDENT v ~ i 3 1 ~ H L E s  DSLV 
HUK(MXEW+S) TO HUK(2*MXE0+4) = D k K i V A T i V L S  D5LV 
THE F I K 5 T  r40RD OF A RLOCK OF STOHAGL T n A 7  dU5T bEU5LV 
EQUIVALtN l  T O  HBK(2*MXEW+5) AND MUST fikVL T W O  DSLV 
DIMENSIONS (FIXEQrLL) WHERE LL IS L l t F I t v t U  t3tLUW OSLV 













































UESOLV LIFTIhG-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
LL = 
EUP = 
E L 0  = 
DTVX = 
DTVN = 
Y L O  = 
NOTRG= 
NTR- = 
- RT-  - 
VAR- = 
zv- = 
I T Y P Z l r  VARIABLE STEP ADAMS-MOULTOtq 
ITYPZ2,  FIXLO STEP HUNGE-KCJTTA 
ITYPZ3,  F1XL.D 5TE.P ADAMS PREDICTOR ONLY 
(AN LXTERNAL CHANGE OF tiNOM CAUSES A ~ L S T A K T  1 
THE VARlABLE DIMENSION USED I N  BLK(MXtb ,LL)  
LL=5 WHEN I I Y P  = 2 
LL = 3 * ( M + 2 )  +4 WHFN I T Y P  = 1 OR 3 
M IS THC, OHOER O F  THE DIFFERENCES UbEu 
LONE& L I M I T  FOR STEP S I Z E  CONTROL 
MAXIMUM STEP S I Z E  ALLOWED 
MINIMUM STEP S I Z E  ALLOWED 
THE SMALLEST VALUE OF A DEPENDENT \IkHIALJLE THAT 
& ILL  AFf-ECT T H t  AUTOMATIC STEP SILL LobIc 
THE NJMUEH OF TRIGGERS TO FOLLOW 
ThE. MAXIMUM N O  OF TRIGGERS I S  SET A T  11 
PLUS OR MINUS AN INTEGER 1 OR 2 
PLUS SIGN MEANS TRIGGER I S  ON 
MINUS SIGrV WEANS TRIGGEH I S  OFF 
INTEGER 1 IIuDICATES NO DISCONTINUITY A F T t H  
INTkGER 2 LI\II!ICATES A DISCONTINUlTY A i d b  FOKCES 
ENTRY PUINT OF THE TPIGGCR INTERRUPT hciCJ1 I iqE 
NAME OF THE VARIABLE BEING TESTEU 
THE VALUE OF VAH AT WHICH TVE TRIcjbkR I N T E h k U P I  
ROUTXNE I S  TC WE EXECUTED 
UPPEK L I M I T  FOR STEP S I Z E  CONTROL 






























L O G I C A L  EOSTt S M A I  HUv I H S T t  ERHOH 
L O G I C A L  STEPNG 




D 5 L V  
D S L V  























4 0 0  
c 





K E R R = K ER H 
HN 0 M =HNOM 
I 0 D I =2 *M X E (3 + 4 
D5LV 
DSL v 
























































UESOLV LICTING-ROBOT L I S T  IiuGS 
C 
50 
5 1  
X P 1 4 /  5X14HHECOMPILE F41R) 
J ~ H I T E  ( 6 ~ 5 1 )  MXNTRG 
K t R R  = 1 
HkTUKN 
5 2  CONTItJUE 





CALCULATE DELTA U SCALE F A C T O R  = 00596E-7 
TtMP=2**24 
LUSC = loO/TEMP 
‘slEPNG = .FALSE. 
I F  (KEKH .EQ. 1Qo) STEPNG = .TRUE. 
K ~ H R  = o 
KK = 0 
OO 55 Js lvNXNThG 
L L ) L ( J )  = 0 
~ u K ( 1 )  = HhOM 



















































NP = I 3 r  21ti - UNACCEPTARLE VALUE) DSLV 
I T Y P  = V  13, l l H F l O T  ALLOWED) OSLV 
x GO TO 105 USLV 
kEHH = 1 USLV 
OUR. C\rP 0EQo 2 .OR. NP o E Q .  5 .Uti. iqP o t U *  t.~) OSLV 
# R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 0 2 )  NP DSLV 











UESOLV L I k  TING-ROBOT L IST INGS 
1 0 5  i F  (K IND *EQ. 1 ,OH. K l N D  oEQ.  2 )  GO r0 106 
1f- (KIND * E Q *  3) GO TO l o t ,  
WHITE ( 6 ~ 1 0 3 )  KLNO 
H t T UH N 
K t H R  = 1 
C 
1 0 6  L O N T I W E  
N O L O  = NACT 
i k Q  = hACT 
LOST = oFALSt,  
Nl;C = NP-4 
1 F  (NP * G T .  2) (70 TO 108 
L O S T  = *TRUE* 
l u l ~  = NP 
100 lHST = .FALSE, 
C 
C I i \ IT IALILk FOR RUNbE-kUTTA OK ADAMS-MOULTON START 
C KIND = 1 FOH ADAMS-MOULTON 
C K iNU = 2 FOK HUkGE-KUTlA 
C K I h D  = 3 FOK F I X t D  STEP ADAMS OPEN F0RNJl-A 
C 
b0 TO ( 1 1 0 1  112, 1 1 0 ) ~  K l N D  
c VARIAt3LE STEP ADAMS-MOULTON 
1 1 0  FHIP = t i B K ( 3 )  
IuLTAI~T 0 
M= ( LL- 1 rj 1 13 
M t ' l  = P i t 1  
EJlP 2 = b l  t 2 
f v t l D I F  0 
b(l TO 115 

















D S L  v 
05L v 















C 5 L  v 
























<- - 1  
i 
IXSCILV LIFTING-ROBOT LISTINGS 
2i.55 C 
207 C ( k R  IS RESET TO LEHO TN DESOLV INITIALIZATION) 
2C,8 9999 KETUHN 
1 2 ~ 6  i F  (KK *EQ* 100) kERR=101) 












i . _ I  
193 
UPIK  
t -  ’1 
1 L I F  T I NG-RObO 7 L I ST I NGS 
.)I *TPF$ UP 1 H 
SUBROUTINE DPIR (TC~Y~DY~PY~YN~IJELZ~UELY,DELY~DELXP NNNrLONr 
2 X Hr HNOMr Nr  D E R l r  DEH2r ECSr 
3 X N T R l r  R T l r  V A R l r  Z V l r  NTR2r R T 2 r  VARZr L V d r  
4 X tvTR3r RT3r  V A R 3 r  ZV3r  NTR4r HTYr VUHYr ~ V 4 r  
5 X NTH5r RTSr VAHSr ZV5r  NTR6r HT6v LHHbr i v b r  
6 A NTH7r HT7r  V A R 7 r  ZV7r  NTR8r RTRr V A R t i r  L V 8 ,  
7 X NTR9r R T 9 r  VARSr ZV9r  N T R l O r H T l O r V A R 1 3 r Z V t ~ r  
0 x N T H l l r R T l l r V A R 1 1 r Z V 1 1  1 
9 C 
1 0  UlMENhION T C ( 2 ) r  Y (NNN) r  DY(NNN) r  PY(NNN) r  YRr(NNN) 
11 UOUHLE PRECISION F’YP Ylu 
12 U IMEhSION DELX(Nl\bJ@LOH)r D k L Y ( N N N r L 0 P ) r  UELZ(NNNrLOH) 
13 C 
,- . > 
I 












i W I R  LIFTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
ILlL(J) = 1 
JNT=J 
60 T O  8000  
50 I F  (VAH *NE*  -E3Ib) GO TO 6 0  
C T H I S  INOICATfrs  A T-STOP, SINCE T ( 1 )  
C VIAS SET EQUAL TO - b I G  AT THL REGINNING OF T H I S  LOOP 
N I V T  = N I V T + l  
I U L  ( J ) = 0  
60  CONTINUE 
XLJ(J) = 0. 
H J ( J )  = O a  
1 3 0  JvJ(J) = 0 0  
T C ( 1 )  z TEMP 
1 3 1  T = T C ( 1 )  
62 IVIJVT = NTRG - N I V T  
C 
C L A L C  OEHIVATIVES A T  THE CURHEFIT TIME 
GO TO (172, 1 7 1 ) ~  NN 
171 C A L L  UEHl 
172 C A L L  UkH2 
C GU TO ROUTINE TO GET THE CURRENT TMIN AND TRIGGER R O U T l r E  
C AND NUMUEH THAT GOES WITH I T a  ROUTINE I S  A T  1 0 0 0  
J r o O O  = 1 
60 T O  1 0 0 0  
205 CONTINUE 
C 
c GO TO END-OF-STEP CALCULATIONS# IF ANY 
1f (LOST) C A L L  tOS 
1F ( K R  aNEa 0) GO T O  4910 
UELU = T 
I F  (HC aGTa DELU) DELUZHC 
UELU = I)USC*cJLLU 
c 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  MAIEL LOOP ******************************2****~***** 
L 
300 LUNTINUE 
1 h D I S  = 0 
c T t S T  FOR CALCULAIION LRHUR 
310 IF ( T M I N  + OLLU * L i e  T )  60 TO 9000 
TS = DAHS(TM1h-T) 
IF ( T S  a G T a  UELU) GU TO 350 
C 
C EXtC l lTE 1NDEPElWENT VAHlADLE THIGGEH ROUTINE 
l W T  = NTT 
J 4 0 0 0  = 1 
60 TO 4000 
C TLST FOR A U I S C O h T I h U I T Y  CAUSING A RESTART 
C AFTER EXECUTING THIGGLR, HE-CALCa NEh TMIN 
320 1F ( I N U I S )  100, 325, 1 0 0  
325 dl000 = 2 
330 GO TO 3 1 0  
GO TO 1 0 0 0  
C 
c CALCULATE L " 3  For( EACH Y-STUP 
3 5 0  1F (NUVT o k Q e  0 )  GO TO 3 8 0  
11 = T 
JJSS = 3 
196 
$ 1  
I 
1 7 1  
' 173 
1 7 4  







1 \ 172 
LdH 
r- -1 Lo9 
130 
- 1  L O 1  
U P I k  LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
UO 375 J=l,NTRG 
dI\IT=J 
IF ( I I jL(J1)  360, 375 ,  360 
360 GO TO 8000  
365 1F (NTH) 375, 370, 370 
370 )tLJ(J) = V A R  - ZV 
I f . ( X L J ( J ) )  375,371,315 
GO TO 3500 
371 l U L ( J ) = J  
375 CONTINUE 
C 
C MOVt ONE STEP FOAWAKD, METHOD DEPENDS ON KON 
C 
C ADAM5 - MOULTON CONTROL L O G I C  
C 
3 R O  GO T O  ( SO00 v 6 U O O  1 I KON 
5000  CONTINUE 
1 F  (UAUS(T-TG0) *GTo UELU) GO TO 5400 
C MOVE FORWARD ONE HC STEP 
~ 5 5 0 0  = 1 
GO TO 5500 
C O h  RtTUHN FROM AuAMS TEST FON STEP-SIZE FLAG 
5 0 2 0  GO TO ( 5 1 0 0 ,  5200, S 3 U O ) t  I F L  
C 
c lvORMAL RETURN, LEAVE S T t P  S I Z E  ALONE 
5100 CUNTINUE 
5105 TGO = 7 
1F (STEPNG) GO TU 5150 
O t L U  = T 
IF (HC .GT. DELU) DELU=HC 
OELU = DUSC*D€LU 
GO TU 5400 
c 
C AT END OF F I H S T  HC AFTER SWITCHING TO ADAMS VODE, TtbT tic T u  5EL 
C I t  I N I T I A L  STEP &AS TOO BIG.  IF SO HETlJHN CONTROL TU C A L L I I ~ G  PKOG 
511U k O H M A T  ( / /22t1 I h I T I A L  STEP S I Z E  OF, 1PE12.5, 
* 17H HAS BEEN CUT TO, E12.5) 
5150 5TEPNG = .FALSE* 
1F (HC .GE. hSWICH) GO TO 5 1 0 5  
k t l I T E  ( b r 5 1 1 0 )  HSWICH, HC 
K H  = lU0 
GO TO 9999 
C 5TEP HAS REEh CUI UOhN 
C 
C bTEP S I Z E  I S  TOO R I G .  t ALVE STEP SILE AND RESET C O i \ l u I l l O h S  A T  
C OLGINNING Of. 5TEIPo DIFFERENCE TABLES MUST BE H L G t h E k A i t U  FOR H C I  
5200 HC = HC/200 
h = HC 
C 
C USING IjIFFERkhCES I N  OELX GET ( M + l )  LJEHIVATIVES BACh FKLM T h I S  
C TIME AND STORE 111 UELL. (UELX STORAGE DESTROYED) 
UO 5220 I=I,NEQ 
UO 5210 J = l , M P l  
U E L Z ( I t J ) = U E L X ( I t l )  
00 5 2 1 0  K = l r M M  
MP2-J 
5 2 1 0  L ) L L X ( I t K )  = D E L X t I v K )  = CELX(IvK+l) 
197 
DPIK LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
L 74 
Sdl j 5; 
204 
5 2 2 0  i J t L Z ( I t M P 2 )  = D E L X ( I P ~ )  
C 
C USING TtiESt D E R I V A T I V E S  I N  DELZ AfJD OERIVATIVES AT LTEPS HALF N A Y  
C utTWEEN THESE (JH ICH ARE. CALCULATED U S I N G  HACKWARD b l F F t k t N C f i  
C 1hTEHPOLATION)r bET UP A TABLE OF ( M + 1 )  HACK D E R I V A T I V t S  
C USING HC/2 AND S T O R E  I N  bELY 
FM=M 
FMPl=NP1 
C C A L C .  ( M t 1 )  FACTORIAL 
F f- MP1=1.0 
00 523U J=2vMP1 
F J=J 
5 2 3 0  FFMPl=FFMPl*FJ 
C 
OOD= .FALSE* 
LiO 527U NM=l tMPZ 
I F  (OOD) GO TO 5250 
C 
C USE Y DOT FROM uELZ (t\l=O P 2 P 4 P- - - )  
r m M =  N M / ~  + 1 
crU TO 5270 
UO 5 2 4 0  I = l r N E Q  
5240 UELY ( I v N M )  = UELZ(1vNNM) 
C 
C C A L L ,  Y DOT HALF WAY ~ E T ~ J E E N  ( N = 1 ~ 3 v ! j r  ---) 
5250 FEJ=NM-1 
PHODZl 
00 5 2 5 5  J = l v M P l  
FJ=J 
5 2 5 5  PKOD = PHOD*(FMU+FJ) 
FMU=-Fh/2rO 
C C A L C .  A ( 0 )  
DCi 5265 I = l t N E Q  
A K  = PHc)D/FFMPl 
SUM = U K * D E L Z ( I P i )  
UO 5260 K = 2 r M P 2  
FK=K-2 
C 
AK=-AK*(FNU+FK)/(FMU+FK+i*) * ( F M P l - F K I / ( F K t l * )  
5 2 6 0  SUM = SUM+ A ~ * D E L Z ( I I K )  
5265 UtLY ( I v N M )  = SUPi 
C 
C 
C Rt-GENkRATE NEW bACKWARD DIFFERENCE TABLES I N  DELX 
5 2 7 0  UUD = .NOT. OD0 
C NOIN HAVE ( w i )  UHCK UERIJTIVES A T  H C / ~  SAVEG Ird OELI 
Kl=MP2 
5275 bo 5280 I=lrNEO 
IPl = U E L Y ( I v K 1 )  
UU 5 2 8 0  K z l r M P 2  
TP2=TP1 
TPl=TPl-DELX(IvK) 
k l = K 1 - 1  
I F ( K 1 )  5285~ 5285, 5275 
5280 UELX(IvK1 = TP2 
C 
C 60 TO INTEGRATE ONk AUAMS STEP AGAIN WITH HALF THE bFFEIJ ~IZL. 
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5 3 1 0  
C 
C 
5 5 3 0  







5 4 1 0  
C 
5 4 1 5  
5 4 1 6  
5 4 2 5  
C 
C 
5 4 3 0  
5 4 5 0  
C 
LIFTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
SETTING J 5 5 0 0 = 1  FORCES RETURh TO STATEMENT 502U 
J 5 5 0 0 = 1  
GO TO 5 5 0 0  
STEP S I Z E  IS SMALL. PREPARE TO DOUBLE HC. 
HU = .FALSE. 
kWP1 = MP1 
TI(1P = T + FMPl*HC 
EqSTAHT = -1 
MOVE DELX 7'0 DELL AN0 USING THE DIFFERENCES FROM H E h t  GET TtiE. 
M+1 UACK DERIVATIVES AND SAVE THEM Ih DELY 
GO TO 5100 
Ik ( T M I N  .LE. (TdO-DELU))  GO TO 5 4 3 0  
ALL T-STOPS Il\r TbtIS STEP HAVE BEEN EXEClJTED 
SET COb&ITIOF\rS BACK T O  TGO 
'r = TGO 
TC=T 
LJO w i u  I=i , rdEQ 
Y ( 1 )  = PY(1) 
D Y ( 1 )  = U E L X ( I P 1 )  
1F (HEDOT) GO TU 5425 
GO T O  ( 5 4 1 6 , 5 4 1 5 ) ~  FJrV 
C A L L  OEK1 
C A L L  D t R 2  
~ I E D O T  = .TWUk. 
IF (EOLT) C A L L  LOS 
I F  ( K t ?  ,NE. ti) u0 TO 4 9 1 0  
GO TO 6 1 0 0  
ANTEHPOLATE FOR L 0 l J 0 1 T I O h S  AT TMIN 
T = 'TMIN 
rc = T 
J 7 0 0 0  = 1 
bCj TO 7000 
GO T O  6100 
C USt, HUNGE-KUTTA T H I b  STkP 
199 
OPIH LIFTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
C CALCULATE STEP LIZ€ TO USE 
6 0 0 0  CONTINUE 
UT = A M I N l (  HvTS)  
GO TO 2000  
J 2 0 0 0  = 1 
u t L U  = T 
U t L u  = DUSC*DELU 
6 0 1 0  TGO = T 
I F  (HC oGT* DELU) ULLU=HC 
C 
C GO TO END-OF-STEP 
If-  (EOST) C A L L  tOS 
I F  ( K R  *NE* 0 )  (10 TO 4910 
C TEST FOR ANY Y-STOPS I N  T H I S  STEP 
C 
C F L A G  KOUTINE 
b 1 U O  CONTllVUE 
ILL2 = 0 
I F  (NUVT) 6 1 0 5 r  300,  6105 
6 1 0 5  JJSS = 4 
c FLAG TRIGGERS THAT HAVE HAD A CHANGE OF SIGN IN T H I 5  S i t P  BY 
C SLTTING THE INDICATOR I D L  = 2 
UU 6 1 5 0  J Z l r N T R b  
dNT=J 
IF ( I O L ( J ) )  6110, 6150, 6110 
6 1 1 0  bo TO 8000 
6120 I F  (NTH) 6150, 4130, 6130 
6130 TkMP = VAR - ZV 
I F  ( S I G N ( l * , T E M P )  .NE* S I G N ( l * t X L J ( J ) )  1 GO TO 6140 
I D L ( J )  = 1 
GO TU 6150 
6140 IOL(J)  = 2 
IOL2 = IOL2 t1  
N J ( J )  = TEMP 
w J ( J )  = TEMP 
6150 CONTINUE 
C 
1F ( l U L 2  O E Q O  0 )  GO TO 300 
c 
c 
c SEARCH ROUTINE 
c SEARCH ARD FLHG F I R S T  Y-STOP I N  T H I S  TIME STEP 
3000 CONTINUE 
200 
OPIH L I k  T ING-ROHO'l L I S T I N G S  
' 2 5 Y 9  
+ u l  
j r u u  
,._. +LO 
2 + L i  
* j+L2 
+ 2 3  





































IF (HM o E Q o  BIG) GO T O  3220 
00 3200 J=l tNTRb 
A d ( J )  = wJ(J) 
TH = T 
UELT = HM 
GO TO 32bO 
UO 324ti J = ~ ~ N T R ~  
XLJ(J)  = Wd(J) 
r L  = T 
GLLT = MP 
1f ( A B S ( D E L T )  o L T *  DELU) GO T O  3500 
EUUT CONVERGED 
GO TO (3300, 34UO)r KON 
FOR AUAMS-MOULTON, INTERPOLATE FOR Y ' S  AT T + OELT 
G t T  DERIVAT1VtS AND E 0 5  CONDITIONS 
T = T + DELT 
J7000 = 2 
TC=T 
GO TO 7000 
GO TO 3000 
F O R  RUNGE-KUTTAI INTEGRATE TO T + DELT 
UT = OELT 
d2000 = 2 
GV TU 2000 
IF (EUST) C A L L  t O S  
60 TO 3000  
SEARCH HAS CONVERGED WITHIN ACCEPTARLE TOLERANCE O N  ol\;t GF 
CONTINUE 
IIiOIS = 0 
IJO 354U J=l v NTRb 
JJSS = tj 
dI\T=J 
GO T O  BO00 
I F  (FVTK) 3540r35JOr.3550 
IF (IL)L(J) *NE*  3 )  GO TO 3540 
OEPENDENT VARIABLE TRIGGERS 
bo TO tXEClJTL THiGGEH 
NEUT = J 
i l )L (J )  = 1 
~ 4 0 0 0  = 2 
b 0  TO 4 0 0 0  
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C A L C .  NEW TMIN AlID NTT 
J l O O O  I 5 
b0 TO 1 0 0 0  
CONTINUE 
GO TO (3680, 3 7 0 0 ) r  KON 
TEST FUR DISCONTANUITIES, CAUSES A RESTART I N  AEAMS 
GO TO 100 
I F  ( I N U I S  *EQ* 0 )  GO TO 3 5 0  
1EST F O R  OISCONTiNUIT IESr  CAUSES DERIVATIVES TO BE KL-CALCULATEU 
TGO = T 
If- (INUIS .EQ. 0 )  GO TO 300 
I N  KUTTA 
60 TO (3752, 3 7 5 1 ) ~  NN 
C A L L  O t R l  
C A L L  UER2 
I F  (EOST) C A L L  tOS 
60 TO 300 


















C HOUTlNE TO CALCULATL CURRENT TMIN FROM L I S T  OF 1-STOPS 
ALSO CHECKS FOR ANY CHANGE I N  ARGUMENTS THAT WILL CAUSt A RLSTAKT 
STARTS AT  iuou AND RETURNS BY A CALCULATED GO -ro USING Jiou(; 
C d tu T I N UE 
TWIN = T R I P  
iLrT = NSTART 
If- ( N I V T )  1 0 6 0 r  106Uv 1010 
JJSS = 1 
00 1050 JZ l rNTRG 
J lLT=J  
1F ( I I )L (J ) )  1050~ 1 0 2 U r  1050 
GO T O  LIoo0 
if- (IUTK) 1050r  1040, 1040 
l F ( Z V . G T * T k I N ) G O  TO 1050 
IF (AdS(ZV-TMIN) .LE*DELU)GO T O  1050 
TMIN = ZV 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CHECK P O S S I R I L I T Y  OF A RESTART DUE TO A CHANGE I N  UKGUWitNTS 
IF  (NOLD - N )  l U O r  1 0 7 5 ~ ~ 1 0 7 0  
NOLD = lu 
NkQ = N 
'IHE NOMINAL STEP SIZE HAS BEEN CHANGED EXTERNALLY 
H = hNOM 
h O L D  = HNOM 
GO T O  1 0 0  
IkTT = J 
11- (HNOM .eo. HOLD) GO TO ioao  
MUST RESTART. 
202 
DPIK LIFTING-ROBOT L IST INGS 
! 325 
j 
















2 0 1 0  
2015 
C 









2 0 5 5  
2056 
2057 
2 0 6 0  
C 
C 
1080 GO TO (205~330~5505,5570,3600)r J l O O O  
C 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *~*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *~*** * * * *  ********** 
C FOUHTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA ROUTINE 
TO MOVE ONE STEP FROM T TO T t DT ( I N I T I A L I Z E  DT Blr;Fc)Ht C A ~ t l i u G )  
USES YiJ TO SAVE P Y ( T )  
PY AND Y C A L C .  TOGETHER TO T+DT 
D t L Z ( I r 1 )  TO SAVE SUM OF K ’ S  
KETlJRh I S  BY J20UO 
TSV = T 
SAVE I N I T I A L  Y’S I N  Ylu 
a0 2002 I= lVNEQ 
Y N ( 1 )  = P Y ( 1 )  
PUT = UT/2. 
GO TO ( 2051, 2c)57, 2053~ 2U57)t  L 
T = TSV + POT 
bo TU 2055 
T = TSV + UT 
I’C = T 
GU TU ( 2057, 2 U 5 b ) t  NN 
C A L L  O t R 1  
CfiLL DER2 
CONTINUE 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * ~ * *  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~  
C 
C CALLS T O  EXECUTE TKIGGER ROUTINES. NUMBER I S  SET IN NNT 
C NNT M A Y  LQlIAL LERO WHEN GETTING THE F IRST i Y + L  
LO3 
UPIK  LIkTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
C DIkFEHtNCES By RUNGE-KUTTA BEFORE S W I T C H l i J G  TO ADAMS 
C 
C NNT M A Y  LQUAL -1 dHEN ENOUGH DIFFERENCES AHE ~ A V E U  
C TO DOUdLE THE STEP S I Z E  
C HELTUHN I S  tlt J4LIUO 
C 
4UGO CONTINUE 
1F ( N N T )  4500, 4 4 0 0 ~  4005 
C 
4 0 0 5  I F  (IVNT eGT. NTKu) GO T O  4300 
bci TO ~ 4 0 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 2 U ~ 4 0 3 U ~ 4 0 4 0 ~ 4 0 5 0 ~ 4 0 6 0 ~ 4 0 7 0 ~ 4 0 8 ~ ~ 4 0 ~ U ~ 4 i U U ~  
x 4110)r NhT 
C 
4 0 1 0  C A L L  13T1 
4020 C A L L  H T 2  
4 0 3 0  C A L L  r iT3 
4040 C A L L  K T 4  
4U50 C A L L  H T 5  
4060 C A L L  t 3 T 6  
4 0 7 0  C A L L  HT7 
4 0 8 0  C A L L  [<TO 
4090 C A L L  HT9 
4 1 0 0  C A L L  HT10 
4 1 1 0  CALL d T l l  
GO TO 4900 
b0 TO 4Y00 
GO TO 4900  
GO TO 4900 
GO TO 4900  
bo TO 4 9 0 0  
bU TO 49170 
GC) TO 4900 
GO TO 4900 
b0 TO 4 9 0 0  
GO TO 4900 
C 
4 3 1 0  F O R M A T  ( / / /31t i  TKYING TO C A L L  T H I G G E H  ROUTIbJtr I 3 r  
4300 w k I T E  ( 6 ~ 4 3 1 U I  iuNT 
x 21ti W H I C h  IS NOT UEFINED/) 
bo TO 9900 
c 
C 
C t I 6 U T I N t  TO EXECUlE WHEN F A K I N G  THE F I R S T  M+2 RUNGE-KdTIli 5T~t's 
C AND Gt-NkHAT ANG THE NECESSARY DIFFEHENCF TAt3LES 
C NHEN NBUIF = M+2 TH,; THIGGEH I S  SHUT OFF AND CdNTt\OL 15 
C TKANSFERED TO ALJAMS CONTROL. 
4 4 0 0  CONTlNUE 
T R I P  = T t HC 
L O  4b1U I = l r N E O  
T P l  = D Y ( 1 )  
IJO 4 4 1 0  K = l r M P 2  
TP2 = TP1 
TP1 = T P l  - D E L X ( I v K 1  
4 4 1 0  D L L X ( I P K )  = TP2 
C UPUATk DIFFtRENCES TAHLES 
L 
rw.XJIF = NRC) IF t l  
UF’It4 LIFTING-RObOT L I S T I N G S  
IF (NBUIF  ,LT. MP2) GO T O  4’395 
C 
C hHEN ENOUGH STEPb H A V t  U t E h  TAKEN 9 S\N I T C H  TO ADA~S-IYOUL F O h  
KON = 1 
HSWICH = tic 
THIP = B I G  
NSTAKT = 100 
60 TO 325 
C 
C HOUTINE TO DOUnLt  T H t  S T t P  S I Z E  AFTER ENOUGH DIFFEHtr rCt ’3  
C HAVE bEEIJ SAVED 
C T I V E  OF T H I S  TRZbGER 15 (M+l)*HC AFTER THE T IME WHkil T t i t  CIOLJJBLII\~G 
c PHOCEDUHE WAS SEI QFF 
4 5 0 0  CONTliVUE 
HC = 2r*HC 
11 = HC 
Hli  = .TRUE, 
TKIP = B I G  
fu5TAKT 1 0 0  
C 
C USING D I F F E H t h C E s  IN BELX GET ( M + 1 )  UERIVATIVES R A C k  FkuM T H l S  
c T I M E  AND STOfct THESE I N  DELL 
UO 4 5 3 0  I= l ,NEQ 
U O  4520 J = l r M P l  
MM = MP2-J 
U k L Z ( I , J )  = R E L X ( l r 1 )  
Uc) 4 5 2 0  K= l rMM 
i1520 d L L X ( I t K )  = DELX(1,K) - U E L X ( I t K + l )  
4 5 3 0  UELZ(ItMP2) = DELX(IP1) 
C 
C FHOM ULHIVATIVES I N  OELY ANU DELZ, SET DELY= BACK D L H I u A T ~ V E ~  
C w l T H  2*HC TIME I l L T t R V A L  BETsvEEN 
A 5 , S I G N  4542 TO ISW 
11= M P Z t 1  
12 = MP2+2 
4535 I I  = 11-1 
1F ( 1 1 )  4560, 4500, 4536 
4 5 3 6  12 = 12-2 
1F ( 1 . 2 )  4536, 4538, 4 5 4 0  
c S & I T C t i  T O  OELL TN3LEh 
4538 ALSIGrd 4 5 4 4  TO ISW 
AL = Id + MP1 
C 
C Il\r SAKt LOOP, RE-CALC. N t k  OIFFERENCE TAULES I N  DELX UALEL, biV h i h  
c TLWE ‘;PEP 
4 5 4 0  L O  455U I = l r N E b  
(30 T O  1SWv ( 4 5 4 L 9 4 5 4 4 )  
4 5 4 2  U t L Y ( i , I l )  = i r E L Y ( I r l 2 )  
bo T O  4 5 4 5  
4544 uLLY ( A t 1 1 1  = 3fLZ(IrI2) 
4SlS5 1P1 = b E L Y ( I 9 1 1 )  
UO 4 5 5 0  K=ltF1P2 
I P 1  = 7 P l - U E L X ( I v K )  
TP2 = TFJ1 
4 5 5 0  U t L X ( I t k )  = TP2 
C 
GO TO 4535 




C AFTEH tXECtJTING c\N EXTER~JAL TRIGGER ROUTINE, COME hiHt 
C HAS HTMHK U t E N  CALLED 
C YES, RETUHN TO CALLING PROGRAM 
4560 bo TO 4995 
4901) CONTINUE 
1F (KH e E Q e  0 )  b0 TO 4920 
4 9 1 0  KK = 0 
GO TO 9999 
C 
C TEST F O R  A DISCOrqTINUITY AF FER TRIGGER EXECUTION 
4 9 2 0  JIIT = NNT 
JJSS = 7 
GO TO do00 
4 9 3 0  CONTINUE 
C 
C 1F THEKE I S  A DIbCONTINUITYt  SET INDICATOR 
C 
C 
I F  ( IARS(NTf l )  e t Q e  2) I N D I S  = 1 
4 9 9 5  GO TO ( 320 P 35120 1 I J4000 
C 
C 
C ADAkS - MOULTON M-TW OtfDkti PHECJICTOH - CORRECTOR ROIJTINL WiTH 
C A U T O V I A T I C  STEP SsZt CONTROL 
C FlOVES W E  STEP FdRhAKU USIIut i  CURRENT STEP S I Z E ,  HC 
C t-?ETUKI\S WITH AN INDICATOR* IFL 
C 
C 
C I F  IFL  = l r  NOHlJlAL RETURN 
C T I M E  IS UPUATEC) 
C Y ” 5  AHE I N  Y AND PY 
c Y O E H I V A T I v t S  ARE I l k  DY 
c BACK DIkFEHENCES UPUATED AND I E :  ULLx 
C 
C I F  IFL  = 2 ,  I N O I C A T t S  STEP S I Z E  I S  TOO B I G  
c TIME IS SET RACK TO REGINNIhC OF S T t P  
c OLD t3ACK DIFFEHEiVCES ARE S T I L L  Ill LLLX 
C OLG bERIVAT1VES SET I N  OY FROM FlKST LbL. uF C t L X  
C END-OF-STEP CONDITIONS ARE HE-CALCULAltD 
C AfvY UOiJ L I I v G  INDICATOHS ARE SIdlJT OFF 
c 
c I F  IFL = 3 ,  I h D I C A T t S  STEP SIZE I S  T O O  SMALL 
c STATE O t  STORAGE IS THE SAVE: AS FOh: NtJiiMhL kt.TuRE\. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C OLD Y * S  ARE Pur BACK INTO Y AND P Y  
C 
c RETURN IS UY J55uO 
c 
5500  CONTIfLUE 
tIEDOT = *TRUE. 
C G k T  NEW TMXN AND NTT 
AF (SMA) GO T O  5505 
SIVA = .TRUE. 
J l O O O  = 3 
O P I K  
r 4  
51 
744 
, , 795 
73b 
f y 7  


























L I F  TING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
CiO TO 1 0 0 0  
TSV = T 
5AVE CURREkT Y'S I h  Ylu AND C A L C  PREDICTED Y's 
110 5520 I = l r N E Q  
Y l u ( 1 )  = P Y ( I )  
SK = 0. 
UO 5510 K=lvMPl 
SK = SK + A C O ( K ) * D E L X ( I P K )  
P Y ( 1 )  = Y I J ( 1 )  + HC*SK 
Y ( 1 )  = P Y ( 1 )  
CALCULATE D E R l V A l I V E S  OF PHEOICTECj Y ' S  AT T + HC 
SUM FROM K=U TO M 
T = TSV + HC 
1 C=T 
b O  TO (5526, 
C A L L  UtHl 
C A L L  QtR2 
IFL=I 
b0 TO ( 5 5 2 R r  
L t A V t ;  LJIFFERLNCES AT BEG. OF STEP I N  OELX 
UPDATE GIFFEHENCt TAfjLES FROM DELX USING PRECICTEO 
b t H I V A T I V E S  I N  DLLZ 
CONTINUE 
uo 553u T=lrNEW 
1 P l  = U Y ( 1 )  
lJ0 SS3U K=lpMP2 
TP2 = TP1 
TP1 = TP1 - D t L X ( 1 v K )  
L i k . L Z ( i r K )  = TP2 
CALCULATE CORHEClEU Y ' S  AND GET LARGEST tHROR TERM 
t i \ tP1  = 0 .  
00 555u I=lPIIIEO 
SKP=Oo 
Sh = 0. 
&O 5540 K = l * M P l  
SKP = S K P + A C O ( K ) * D ~ L X ( I P K )  
SK = SK + R C O ( K ) * D L L Z ( I t k )  
P Y ( 1 )  = Y N ( 1 )  + t iC*SK 
Y ( 1 )  = P Y ( 1 )  
U = A t 3 5 ( Y ( I ) )  
I F  ( 0  .LE* Y L )  & = YL 
tr 2 A!35(HC*(SKP-%)) /b /A 
I F  ( B  oGTo ENP1) ENP1 = B 
C A L C .  E H I V A T I V E b  O F  CORRECTLO Y ' S  
C A L L  ULH2 
T t S T  ENHOH L I M I T 5  FOH AUTOCiATIC STEP SIZE COhTHOL 
I F  (ENP1 *LE*  EL)  GO T O  5580 
IF ( t N P 1  .LE*  EU) GO TO 5590 
I F  ( H C / 2 r  .LT. HMN) GO TO 5590 
STEP S I Z k  IS TOO U i G  
HLSET EVEHYThING TO CONDITIONS AT REbINNING O F  STEP 
INCLUDIhG EIJD OF S T t P  CONDITIONS 
Y ( 1 )  ANL P Y t I )  FkON YIL(1)  
207 

















uY(1) FROM L S T  COLUMN OF DELX 
T = TSV 
7 C=T 
00 5560 I = l t N E W  
Y ( 1 )  = Y N ( 1 )  
P Y ( 1 )  = Y N ( 1 )  
U Y ( 1 )  = D E L X ( I v 1 )  
I F  (EOST) C A L L  LO5 
AI-L = 2 
ti0 = *TRUE* 
TRIP = B I G  
NSTACIT = 100 
J l O O O  = 4 
b0 TO 1 0 0 0  
TO HECALCULATE TMIN AND NTT 
b0 TO 5599 
STEP SIZE I S  TOO SMALL 
IF ( *NOT* HCI) b0 TO 5 5 9 0  
I F  ( 2 e * W C  .GT* HMX) GO TO 5590 
I F L  = 3 
SMA = *FALSE*  
UPUATE DIFFEHENCt TABLES USING CORRECTED D E H I V A T I V L 5  
UO 5595 I = l v N E Q  
TP1 = D Y ( 1 )  
UO 5595 K = l @ M P 2  
TP2 = TP1 
TP1 = TP1 - U E L X ( 1 v K )  
U k L X ( I t K 1  = TP2 
RtTUHN 
GO TO (5020) * J5500 
C 
C WOLTINE T O  INTERPOLATE USING DIFFERENCF FORMULAS FOR TttE Y ' S  A T  T I P I E  
C SET IN T AND USIiLG DAFFERENCE TABLES EVALUATED AT T b O .  ULFURE 
C H L T U H N I N G  THE DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED AND STOHLil I N  uY ArqO 
c THE END-OF-STEP hOUTlNE HAS UEEN EXECLJTED. 
C RETURN I S  BY J7000 
C 
7 0 0 0  CONTINUE 
HEUOT = *FALSE* 
kiMU = TGO - T 
I-MU = tiMU/HC 
FACTJ = 1.0 
FNUM z 1.0 
UO 7020 J = l e l v ;  
FJ = J 
6 NUM = FNUk* (FMCJ-FJ 1 
F A C T J = F A C T J * ( F J + i * )  
7020 d U ( J )  = ( - l * ) * * J  * FNCIIJI/FUCTJ 
C CALCULATE C O t F F I C I E N T S  OF OIFFEKENCES 
DO 7 0 5 0  K = l v M P l  
C & ( K )  = U C O ( k )  
3 355 1 356 
357 
OPIk LIFTING-ROBOT L I S T I N G S  
1F (k . E Q *  1 )  GO T O  7 0 5 0  
KK = K-1 
00 7 0 4 0  J=l,KK 
KJ = K-J 
7 0 4 0  CK(K) = CK(K) + wQ(J)*UCO(KJ) 
7050 CONTINUL 
C 
C CALCULATE NFW Y ' S  AT T 
00 7080 I=l , IJEQ 
SUM = 0. 
00 7 0 6 0  KZlvMP1 
7 0 6 0  SUM = SUM + CK(K)*UELX(I,K) 
7 0 8 0  Y ( 1 )  = P Y ( 1 )  - WMU*SUM 
C 
C CALCULATE DERIVATIVES 
GO T O  (7092, 7 0 9 1 1 ,  NN 
7 0 9 1  C A L L  UtRl 
7 0 9 2  C A L L  OtR2 
c GLT EOS CONUITIOhS 
IF (LOST) C A L L  EOS 





c ROkJTINL TO SET UP T R I G G E R  VARIABLES WITH CURRENT VALUES 
c kLTURN TO TtiESE STATEMENT NOS. UEPENUING ON VALUE W JdSS 
C d J S S =  1 P 2 v 3 v 4 t 5 6 t 7 
8100  60 T o  ( 1 0 3 0 ~ 5 8 r 3 0 5 ~ 6 1 L 0 ~ 3 1 l ~ v ~ S ~ O ~ 4 9 3 O ~ ~ J J S S  
c 
GO T O  ( 5 4 5 0 ,  335111, J 7 0 0 0  
8000 bU T O  (lr2,3r4vSr6,7,8,9,10,11) v JFJT 
1 l v r H  = NTRl 
V A R  = V A H l  
LV = zv1 
6 U  TO 8100 
2 IvTH = hTR2 
VAR = VAK2 
i v  = zv2 
GO TO 8100 
3 hTH = NTR3 
vAH = VAR3 
LV = zv3 
GO TO €3100 
4 IvTR = r~Tt34 
U A H  = LAW4 
LV = z v 4  
GO T O  8100 
5 th Tf1 = NTH5 
V A R  = VGRS 
LV = LV5 
GO TO 6 1 0 0  
6 h T H  = NTH6 
V A f i  = LAH6 
LV = LVt, 
GO T O  13101, 






VAR = VAK7 
zv = LV7 
GO TO 8100 
8 NTR = NTH8 
VAK = bAH8 
L V  = LV8 
GO TO 8100 
9 ivTH = NTH9 
VAH = VAR9 
zv = zv9 
b O  T O  8100 
10 IuTR = NTRlO 
VAR = V A R l O  
LV = ZVlO 
GO TO 8100 
11 N T H  = E J T H l l  
V A H  = V A f i l l  
LV = Z V l l  






9000  WHITE.  ( o ~ 9 0 1 0 )  I M I N ,  TI DELU 
9010 F O R M A T  ( / / / l o I d  T ( M I N )  = , 1 P E 1 0 * 3 r 2 8 H  IS LESS THAN C U K R ~ ~ \ T  hML, 
x E 1 0 . 3 ~  17Ht  MlNUS DELTA UI tE10.3/)  
C 
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